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Juan Rodríguez del Padrón
Triunfo de las donas / The Triumph of
Ladies
Introduced, Edited and Translated by
Emily C. Francomano

T

Introduction

he Triunfo de las donas, or The Triumph of Ladies (1438-1441),
by Juan Rodríguez del Padrón (fl. 1440s), is among the very first
contributions in Hispanic literature to the pro-feminine modality of the querelle des femmes, or querella de las mujeres. It was composed
as the preface and dedication to María of Aragon (1396–1445), queen
consort of Juan II of Castile (1405-1454), for Rodríguez del Padrón’s
Cádira de honor, or the Seat of Honor, a treatise in defense of noble
lineages, The Triumph of Ladies asserts the superiority of women
over men, and in so doing, the supremacy of Queen María over her
husband, at a time when she was actively involved in the struggle for
control of the Castilian throne. This edition provides the Spanish
text in parallel bilingual format with an English translation, making
the Triunfo de las donas available for the first time to scholars and
students working outside of Spanish.1

1 I wish to thank Clara Pascual-Argente, Sacramento Roselló-Martínez,
Heather Bamford, Darrelyn Gunzberg, Eugenio Ibarz, Mary Dockray-Miller, and the anonymous reader for Medieval Feminist Forum for
their invaluable references and comments throughout the various stages of
this project. I thank also Florence Serrano for so generously sharing her
forthcoming bilingual Spanish-French edition of the Triunfo de las donas
5 (2016): 1–111
1
http://ir.uiowa.edu/mff/vol52/iss3/
mff subsidia

The Triumph of Ladies became popular as a self-contained work
beyond the historical and linguistic circumstances of its composition.
In 1460, Fernando de Lucena translated the Spanish Triunfo de las donas
as the Triumphe des dames, dedicating it to Philip the Good of Burgundy (1396-1467). Although the Spanish Triunfo de las donas was never
printed, the French Triumphe des dames was printed at least two times,
first in the last decade of the fifteenth-century, and then circa 1530.2
These editions attest to the continued participation of Rodríguez del
Padrón’s work in the pan-European querelle, alongside the better-known
and even more widely circulating romances of Spanish origins, Cárcel
de amor (The Prison of Love, 1492) by Diego de San Pedro, and Grisel
y Mirabella (Grisel and Mirabella, ca.1485) by Juan de Flores, which
both directly engage the debate on women.3
and the Triumphe des dames prior to its publication. I am grateful to the
librarians and curators of the Biblioteca Nacional de España, the Real Academia de España, and the Hispanic Society of America for their assistance
working with manuscript copies, and to the Real Biblioteca del Monasterio
de El Escorial for giving me a digitalized facsimile of MS N-I-13. Research
and travel to Spain to consult the manuscripts of the Triunfo de las donas
was supported by a Summer Academic Grant from Georgetown University
in 2016.
2 Le Triumphe des dames (Paris: Pierre le Caron, 1495-1500) and Le Triumphe
de dames (Paris: Pierre Sargent, ca. 1530). The sixteenth century edition
states that it is “imprime nouvellement,” indicating the possibility of an
intermediary edition.
3 Cárcel de amor was translated into Italian, French, and English in the first
decades of the sixteenth-century, and into German in the 1620s. Grisel y
Mirabella was translated into Italian, French, English, and Polish in the
sixteenth century, was adapted to the stage as Swetnam the Woman Hater
in 1620, and was translated into German in the 1630s. Cárcel de amor is
available in English translation in two editions: Diego de San Pedro and
John Bourchier, The Castell of Love. A Critical Edition of Lord Berners’s
Romance, ed. Joyce Boro, Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies; 336
(Tempe, AZ: Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2007)
and Diego de San Pedro, Prison of Love (1492) together with the Continuation
by Nicolás Núñez (1496), trans. Keith Whinnom (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1979). Grisel y Mirabella is available in English in Three
Spanish Querelle Texts: Grisel and Mirabella, The Slander against Women,
and The Defense of Ladies against Slanderers: A Bilingual Edition and Study,
ed. and trans. Emily C. Francomano (Toronto: Centre for Reformation and
Renaissance Studies, 2013).
mff subsidia,
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The literary debate on women flared up with particular intensity in
the mid- to late-fifteenth century in Castile and the Crown of Aragon,
crossing genres and languages while also frequently bleeding into other
topics of courtly debate. 4 The querella de las mujeres, like the European
querelle more broadly, was both a rhetorical and political phenomenon
that revolved around questions of women’s moral, physical, and intellectual qualities, often in contrast to those of men. Querella texts reflect
perceived norms for gender performance and generally do not question
the place of women in society, but some do convey a desire for a change
in the status quo in relations between the sexes.5
The fifteenth-century querella was propelled forward by two near-contemporary works, Alfonso Martínez de Toledo’s Arcipreste de Talavera
o Corbacho (The Archpriest of Talavera, or Corbacho) (1438) and Pere
Torrellas’s Maldezir de mugeres (Slander Against Women) (1436-45?),
both of which had long afterlives in Hispanic literature. The Arcipreste de
Talavera o Corbacho (so titled in homage to Boccaccio’s fourteenth-century Corbaccio) is a reprobation of courtly love that paints grotesque
4 The intensity of the debate at this time indicates the political importance
and historical specificity of the querella. As Margarete Zimmerman observes,
the “fundamental historicity” of the querelle “is particularly visible in phases
where the speed picks up and the arguments become more intense . . . [and]
new foci of the discussion are developed.” “The Old Quarrel: More than Just
Rhetoric?” in The Querelle des Femmes in the Romania: Studies in Honour
of Friederike Hassauer, ed. Wolfram Aichinger, Marlen Bidwell-Steiner,
Judith Bösch, and Eva Cescutti (Vienna: Turia und Kant, 2003), 35.
5 On the querella in Hispanic literature, see Robert Archer, The Problem
of Woman in Late-Medieval Hispanic Literature (Woodbridge, Suffolk:
Tamesis, 2005); Michael Solomon, The Literature of Misogyny in Medieval
Spain: The “Arcipreste de Talavera” and the “Spill” (New York NY: Cambridge University Press, 1997); Julio Vélez-Sainz, La defensa de la mujer en
la literatura hispánica: Siglos xv-xvii; Julian Weiss, “¿Qué demandamos de
las mugeres?: Forming the Debate on Women in Late Medieval and Early
Modern Spain (With A Baroque Response),” in Gender in Debate from the
Early Middle Ages to the Renaissance, ed. Thelma Fenster and Clare Lees
(New York, NY: Palgrave, 2002), 237-74; and in the same collection, Barbara
F. Weissberger, “‘Deceitful Sects’: The Debate about Women in the Age of
Isabel the Catholic,” 207-36. For a descriptive bibliography of the querella,
see Weiss, “Bibliography of Primary Texts in Spanish, ca. 1430-1520,” in
Gender in Debate from the Early Middle Ages to the Renaissance, 275-81.
Francomano
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images of women as malefic figures capable of depriving men of control.6 The Maldezir de mugeres gives an inventory of women’s flaws and
sins in verse, followed by a palinode claiming that all the poet has said
against women serves to elevate his beloved.7 From the late 1430s on,
works defining and debating the vices and merits of women proliferated, contributing to the querella’s emergence as a strategy for courtly
self-promotion.8
The Triumph of Ladies gives fifty proofs rebutting misogynist claims
of women’s inferiority to men, deriving its authority from the Bible;
patristic exegesis; Aristotle’s works on biology, ethics, and economics;
Ovid, especially Metamorphoses; and the Homeric tradition. With its
gamut of theological, Marian, scientific, and anecdotal proofs, it showcases the “splendid little store of off-the-peg items, ready for embellishment and rearrangement in new contexts” that makes up the corpus of
pro-feminine arguments in the medieval tradition.9 Much like catalogues
of illustrious women, The Triumph of Ladies holds up biblical, mythological, and historical women as mirrors of conduct; however, it also
6 On the connections between courtly love and clerical misogyny in the
Arcipreste de Talavera o Corbacho and other works, see E. Michael Gerli “La
‘religión del amor’ y el antifeminismo en las letras castellanas del siglo XV,”
Hispanic Review 49, no. 1 (1981): 65–81, doi: 10.2307/472656.
7 The precise date and circumstances of the Maldezir are unknown. While
critics have posited dates of composition as early as 1435, most scholars
date the poem’s composition between 1440 and 1460. In the most recent
edition of Torrellas’s works, Francisco Rodríguez Risquete concludes that
it could not have been composed any earlier than 1436. Obra completa, 2
vols. (Barcelona: Barcino, 2011), 2:96. The Maldezir as well as Torrellas’s
Razonamiento en defensión de las donas contra los maldezientes (Defense of
Ladies Against Slanderers) are available in English translation in Francomano, Three Spanish Querelle Texts. Martínez de Toledo’s Arcipreste de
Talavera o Corbacho was translated into English by Lesley Byrd Simpson
as Little Sermons on Sin (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1959).
8 As Weiss cogently argues, the debate was the “ideological process whereby
noblemen defined, accumulated, and fought over their cultural and symbolic
capital.” “¿Qué demandamos de las mugeres?” 237.
9 Alcuin Blamires, The Case for Women in Medieval Culture (Oxford: Clarendon, 1997), 11. For reviews of the corpus of authorities and rhetoric used in
medieval pro-feminine literature, see Blamires as well as Julio Vélez-Sainz,
La defensa de la mujer en la literatura hispánica.
mff subsidia,
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omits certain stock figures that were favorites of pro-feminine authors
and reads others against the grain of received tradition. Moreover, The
Triumph of Ladies infuses the standard authorities and examples with
irony and applies them as political allegories. Further, and unlike contemporary defenses of women, The Triumph of Ladies employs satire as
a persuasive tool, a mode more commonly associated with misogynist
diatribes. The Triumph of Ladies is consequently both derivative and
highly original, orthodox and subversive, in its celebration of woman’s
superiority to man.

•
Juan Rodríguez del Padrón
The little that is known about the historical Rodríguez del Padrón
(also known as Juan Rodríguez de la Cámara) has been long obscured
by romantic legends deriving from his works and propagated by other
writers. For example, Rodríguez del Padrón makes a cameo appearance
as the Vizier of the God of Love in Feliciano de Silva’s Amadis de Grecia.10
In a seventeenth-century fictional biography, the Vida del trovador Juan
Rodríguez del Padrón, the writer is imagined as a member of the court of
Enrique IV, Juan II of Castile’s successor, and as the lover of Queen Juana,
forced into exile in France for his trespass of the laws of courtly love,
where he has another amorous entanglement with the queen of France.11
What can be said with certainty is that Rodríguez del Padrón was
born into a noble family in the late fourteenth-century in Galicia, in
the northwest of Spain. He may have been born in Iria Flavia or Rocha,
towns not far from the Monastery of Herbón, which his family seems
to have had a hand in founding. He is presumed to have lived the last
years of his life there, as a member of the Franciscan Order, and died
10 Tobias Brandenberger, “Libros de caballerías y ficción sentimental: el taller
de Feliciano de Siva,” Revista de literatura medieval 15, no.1 (2003), 63.
11 La vida del trovador Juan Rodríguez del Padrón, in Juan Rodríguez del
Padrón, Obras completas, ed. César Hernández Alonso (Madrid: Editora
Nacional, 1982), 383-97.
Francomano
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circa 1450. Rodríguez del Padrón’s works link him directly to the court
of Juan II of Castile and María of Aragon and also refer to the author’s
work in the service of Cardinal Juan de Cervantes. Papal bulls from the
1440s confirm Rodríguez del Padrón’s connection to Cardinal Juan de
Cervantes (1382-1453) and also state that he had joined the Franciscan order in Jerusalem by 1441. As a member of Cervantes’s retinue,
Rodríguez del Padrón traveled to the Council of Basel in 1431, and also
probably came into contact with humanist writers, particularly with
Aeneas Silvio Piccolomini, who also worked for the Cardinal and whose
work was to influence Rodríguez del Padrón’s.12
Rodríguez del Padrón was a prolific writer of both prose and poetry.
He is best known today for his prosimetrum Siervo libre de amor (The
Free[d] Servant of Love) (ca. 1440), considered by many literary historians to inaugurate the genre of Spanish sentimental fiction, and in
which he presents himself pseudo-autobiographically, pilgrimaging
through the states of lover and beloved, through unrequited love, to the
freedom of neither loving nor being loved. Rodríguez del Padrón’s works
correspond with prominent literary tastes of the court, including debate
texts, translations of classical works, epistles, and courtly, or cancionero,
poetry, and all evince his interest in nobility, honor, and love.13 Siervo
libre de amor adapts Piccolomini’s Historia duobus amantibus (Tale of
Two Lovers) and situates the story within an allegorical and epistolary
framework. Rodríguez del Padrón translated Ovid’s Heroides into Spanish as the Bursario (1425-50?), adding three original epistles to those
he translated. These two works, along with The Triumph of Ladies, all
contributed to the development of Castilian vernacular prose fiction. One
of the singular aspects of Rodríguez del Padrón’s poetry and prose resides
in his allusions to a famed Galician poet from the previous century,
Macías, whom he takes as a model of the ideal lover and consequently,
12 Enric Dolz i Ferrer reviews the historical and fictional sources of Rodríguez
del Padrón’s biography in “Juan Rodríguez del Padrón, Juan de Cervantes, y
Gonzalo de Medina. Apuntes biográficos,” Lemir 9 (2005). See also Carmen
Parrilla, “Juan Rodríguez del Padrón,” Galicia 35 (2000): 412-31.
13 María Rosa Lida de Malkiel, “Juan Rodríguez del Padrón,” in Estudios
literarios sobre la Literatura Española del Siglo XV (Madrid: José Porrúa
Turanzas, 1977), 28, and Hernández Alonso, Obras completas, xxiii.
mff subsidia,
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love poet.14 Rodríguez del Padrón’s poetry belongs to the courtly, cancionero tradition; his verses express unsatisfied desire, unrequited love,
the mortal pain of lovesickness, and the religion of courtly love.

•
The Historical and Political Contexts of The
Triumph of Ladies
The reign of Juan II of Castile was at once a time of remarkable literary
and cultural production and great political unrest.15 The king of Aragon,
Alfonso V (1416-1458) and his brothers Juan, Enrique, and Pedro, collectively known as the Infantes, or Princes, of Aragon were continually
at loggerheads with their cousin Juan II of Castile, each side backed by
factions of nobles. Enrique III of Castile (1379-1406) and Fernando
I of Aragon (1380-1416) had sought to prevent such hostilities and
consolidate the power of the Trastámara dynasty by planning reciprocal
marriages between cousins: María of Castile, sister of Juan II, married
Alfonso V of Aragon in 1416; María of Aragon, sister to the Infantes,
married Juan II of Castile in 1418. However, in 1420, Enrique of Aragon
plotted and carried out a coup against Juan II in an attempt to seize the
crown of Castile, apparently with the support of his sister María. In an
attempt to further strengthen his power in Castile, Enrique then married
Juan II’s sister Catalina. Juan II was captured, but escaped with the aid
of his favorite, Álvaro de Luna (1390-1453), and regained the throne.16
Enrique did not attack again thanks to the intervention of Queen María
14 On Rodríguez del Padrón and Macías, see Juan Bautista de Avalle-Arce,
“Macías: Trovas, amor y muerte,” in Estudios Galegos Medievais, ed. Antonio
Cortijo Ocaña, Giorgio Perissinotto, and Harvey L. Sharrer (Santa Barbara,
CA: Department of Spanish and Portuguese, University of California Santa
Barbara, 2001), 177-86.
15 For more on this political context, see Luis Suárez Fernández, Nobleza
y Monarquía: (Madrid: Esfera de los Libros, 2005), 170-242. and Los
Trastámara de Castilla y Aragón en el siglo XV (Madrid: Espasa Calpe,
1982), 72-77.
16 Ibid., 76-77.
Francomano
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and Catalina.17 There followed several years of relative stability, However,
Juan became increasingly unpopular among many of the noble families
in Castile and Aragon, in great part because of the power, wealth, and
titles he conferred upon Luna. Nobles backing the claims of the Infantes
against Juan rebelled in 1437. In 1440, an open letter to Juan II listed
the grievances of the Infantes and other nobles, justifying the rebellion in
light of Luna’s tyranny over the kingdom and the king. The letter accuses
Luna of raising taxes, enriching himself, participating in ecclesiastical
abuses, and committing murder. It also contains thinly veiled charges
that Luna engaged in sexual relationships with men, having “traydo a
vuestra muy notable e linpia corte la más suzia e aborreçible cosa a Dios
e a natura que se fabla entre todos los viçios, lo qual fué siempre más
denostado en España” (brought the thing dirtiest and most abhorrent
to God and nature of all the vices into your illustrious and clean court),
and insinuated that Luna had seduced King Juan, having gained control
of his will and his body by bewitching him with “mágicas e deavólicas
encantaciones” (magic and diabolic spells).18 A carta de desafío (letter of
challenge) written in Queen María’s name in 1441 justifies her intentions
to use her influence to remove Luna from power for the good of the
king and the kingdom.19 As Diana Pelaz argues, the letter, along with
her purposeful upstaging of her husband in the celebration of their son
Enrique’s marriage to Blanca of Navarre, demonstrates Queen María’s
purposeful assertion of her regal power.20
17 Pedro Andrés Porras Arboledas, Juan II rey de Castilla y León (1404-1456)
(Gijón, ESP: Trea 2009), 92.
18 Pedro Carrillo de Huete, Crónica del Halconero de Juan II, ed. Juan de Mata
Carriazo (Madrid: Espasa Calpe, 1946), 325-32.
19 “Carta de desafío de la reina de Castilla, doña María a Álvaro de Luna,”
in Álvaro de Luna (1419-1453): Colección diplomática, ed. José Manuel
Calderón Ortega (Madrid: Dykinson, 1999), 281-82.
20 “La imagen de la reina consorte como muestra de poder en el reino de
Castilla durante el siglo XV: Construcción y significado,” Medievalismo 23
(2013): 268 and 280. See also Pelaz Flores, “Queenship: Teoría y práctica
del ejercicio del poder en la baja Edad Media castellana,” in Las mujeres en
la Edad Media, ed. Isabel del Val Valdivieso and Juan Francisco Jiménez
Alcázar (Murcia-Lorca: Sociedad Española de Estudios Medievales y Editum, 2013), 277-87.
mff subsidia,
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The Triumph of Ladies and The Seat of Honor were composed and
circulated against this backdrop and served, in addition to their interventions in the debates on women and nobility, as contributions to
the pro-Aragonese propaganda produced to defame Luna and bring
Castile under the power of the Infantes. The Seat of Honor was written
as a pointed critique of Luna’s newly acquired nobility. The Triumph of
Ladies, ostensibly about the universal superiority of women over men,
is a celebration of María’s superiority to her husband as well as a call
to arms, as Florence Serrano demonstrates in a watershed article on
the political import of defenses of women written in this period.21 Just
as a generation later, during the reign of Queen Isabel I (1475-1504),
“queenship and female sovereignty shaped the debate” on women, so
too was queenship the underlying concern of The Triumph of Ladies.22
Whether the queen needed Rodríguez’s literary encouragement or The
Triumph of Ladies reflected her already settled political plans, María again
supported her brothers rather than her husband when her brother Juan
led another coup in 1443 and took Juan II prisoner. In 1445 the decisive
battle of Olmedo, which led to the death of Enrique of Aragon, restored
Juan II to the throne and consolidated Luna’s power and wealth. María
of Aragon also died in 1445. According to the chronicler Alfonso de
Palencia, both Queen María and her sister, Leonor, queen of Portugal,
were poisoned on Luna’s orders.23 These rumors and other accusations of
Luna’s ruthlessness, black magic, and homosexual acts might have been
pure propaganda, but they certainly had sticking power and would form

21 “Del debate a la propaganda política mediante la Querella de las mujeres en
Juan Rodríguez del Padrón, Diego de Valera, y Álvaro de Luna,” Talla Dixit
7 (2012): 101-3, and “La Querelle des Femmes à la cour, entre la Castille
et la Bourgogne, au XVe siècle: Étude et édition critique du Triunfo de las
donas / Triumphe des dames de Juan Rodríguez del Padrón,” (École Normale
Supérieure de Lyon; Université de Pau et des Pays l’Adour, 2011), 420.
22 Weissberger, “‘Deceitful Sects’,” 207. Legally, in Castile women could reign
in their own right in the absence of a male heir to the throne.
23 Crónica de Enrique IV, ed. Antonio Paz y Mélia, Biblioteca de Autores
Españoles 257 (Madrid: Atlas, 1973), 28-29.
Francomano
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part of the horizon of expectations that readers brought to The Seat of
Honor and The Triumph of Ladies in the decades after their composition.24
Queen María was by all accounts a well-read and active patron. According to tradition, she requested defenses of women to rebut misogynist
works, but there is no concrete evidence that she was actively involved in
the production of The Triumph of Ladies or even read it.25 Nevertheless,
relationships between courtly authors and their patrons are relations
of social authorship, in which the responsibility and author-functions
for a given work are shared, or, at the very least, presented as such. The
Triumph of Ladies presents Queen María as a “precursory author,” that
is, as a figure whose influence “makes a substantial contribution to the
shape and substance of the work”26 and she is also the work’s primary
inscribed reader.
The Seat of Honor and The Triumph of Ladies circulated in tandem,
as a set “literary diptych,”27 but also independently throughout the fifteenth century. As paired propaganda pieces, the two works mutually
reinforce one another: The Triumph of Ladies champions María and her
brothers’ true nobility, while lampooning Juan II and Luna’s supposed
effeminacy; The Seat of Honor defends the rights of the old nobility
24 On the extraordinary career and reputation of Álvaro de Luna, see Nicholas
Round, The Greatest Man Uncrowned: A Study of the Fall of Álvaro de Luna
(London: Tamesis, 1986) and José Manuel Calderón Ortega, Álvaro de Luna:
riqueza y poder en la Castilla del siglo XV (Madrid: Dykinson, 1998).
25 On Queen María’s education and patronage, see Diana Pelaz Flores, “‘A la
más virtuossa de las mujeres’: La reina María de Aragón (1420-1445) como
impulsora de las letras en la Corona de Castilla,” Hispania 74, no. 247 (2014):
331-56, doi: 10.3989/hispania.2014.v74.i247, and “Lujo, refinamiento y
poder. La Cámara de María de Aragón (1420- 1445),” in Estudios recientes
de jóvenes medievalistas, ed. Concepción Villanueva Morte, et al., (Lorca,
ESP: Estudios medievales de la Universidad de Murcia, 2013), 111-126.
26 “A precursory author,” according to Harold Love’s useful taxonomy of
author functions, “would be anyone whose function as a ‘source’ or ‘influence’ makes a substantial contribution to the shape and substance of the
work.” Attributing Authorship, 40.
27 Olga Tudorica Impey, “Boccaccio y Rodríguez del Padrón: la espuela de la
emulación en el Triunfo de las donas,” in Hispanic Studies in Honor of Alan
D. Deyermond, ed. John S. Miletich (Madison, WI: Hispanic Society of
Medieval Studies, 1986), 135.
mff subsidia,
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while rebuking the favors and power the king gave to Luna.28 And
indeed, each one serves as a paratext for the other. Read together, they
also can both be seen as treatises on true nobility, in women on the one
hand, and in men, on the other, pointing to the mutual imbrication of
ideals concerning gender and nobility. A brief valediction that follows
The Seat of Honor in two manuscripts refers to the two texts as the first
and second parts of a whole that can be shared by the women and men
of the court. Personifying the book, Rodríguez counsels it to “Estudia
conplazer a las entendientes donas de onor con la tu primera parte; e
a los omes generosos, poseedores de alguna virtud, con la segunda”
(seek to please intelligent and honorable ladies with your first part; and
[please] generous men, endowed with some virtue with your second).29
Read independently, as they appear in the majority of their manuscript
witnesses, each one lost some of its immediate mordancy, but also gained
an autonomous place in literary history.30

•
The Triumph of Ladies
The Triumph of Ladies inserts the arguments for women’s superiority
over men into a metafictive and pseudo-autobiographical frame. The
frame narrative explains how the narrator was begged to write a treatise
28 For a detailed analysis of Cadria de honor and its relation to mid-fifteenth
century Castilian politics and theories of nobility, see Francisco Bautista,
“Nobleza y bandos en la Cadira de honor,” in Juan Rodríguez del Padrón:
Studies in Honor of Olga Tudorica Impey, ed. Alan Deyermond and Carmen
Parrilla (London: Department of Hispanic Studies, Queen Mary, University of London, 2005), 103-35, and Jesús Rodríguez Velasco, El debate
sobre la caballería en el siglo XV: la tratadística castellana en su marco europeo
(Valladolid: Consejería de Educación y Cultura, 1996), 222-24.
29 “Siguese una carta de Juan Rodríguez del Padrón” in Obras completas, ed.
César Hernández Alonso, 304.
30 On the literary autonomy of the two texts, see Mercedes Pampín Barral, “’Mi
razonamiento por escriptura perpetuase’: en torno a la Cadira de honor y el
Triunfo de las donas,” in Dyermond and Parrilla, Juan Rodríguez del Padrón,
85-101.
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on nobility and took refuge in a solitary wilderness in order to decide if
he should dedicate the treatise to a woman or to a man. Unable to make
a choice, the narrator proceeds to review what he calls the cuestión odiosa
(odious question) and declaims the arguments for women’s inferiority to
men and men’s to women. However, before he can review the pro-feminine arguments, he is overheard by Cardiana, a water nymph transformed
into a spring after she spurned the love of Aliso, now transformed into
an alder tree. Cardiana rebukes the narrator for his misogynist diatribe,
noting its resemblance to Boccaccio’s Corbaccio, and promises to prove
beyond any doubt that women are superior to men.
Cardiana’s fifty proofs include many of the commonplaces familiar to
pro-feminine literature. She begins with the “natural” proofs of motherhood and motherlove, for which men should necessarily be thankful, and
then turns to the theological “privileges of women,” which will provide
the ultimate authority for many of the arguments to come. The privileges
derive from Eve’s, and by extension, all women’s, relationship to Adam,
and from the Virgin Mary’s and other women’s relationships to Christ.31
On the surface, the nymph’s teachings sound conventional and present readers with an almost point-for-point refutation of the inventory
of women’s vices in the Corbaccio.32 Cardiana extolls all the virtues one
would expect in a pro-feminine oration: chastity, modesty, prudence,
temperance, fortitude, faithfulness, mercy, and compassion.33 Yet Rodrí31 The “privileges of women” are neatly encapsulated in a marginal note that
accompanies Nicholas Bozon’s fourteenth-century La bounté des femmes (On
the Goodness of Women) in the Trilingual Compendium of Texts (Cambridge
MS Gg 1.1, 392v), https://cudl.lib.cam.ac.uk/view/MS-GG-00001-00001.
See also “Mulier preferetur viro,” ed. Paul Meyer, in “Mélanges de poésie
française,” Romania,6 (1877): 499-503. For further reference, see Blamires,
Case for Women, 96-125.
32 Impey, “Boccaccio y Rodríguez del Padrón.”
33 On Rodríguez del Padrón’s treatment of the virtues, see Pampín Barral,
“Las virtudes cardinales en el Triunfo de las donas de Juan Rodríguez del
Padrón (I),” in Actas del IX Congreso Internacional de la Asociación Hispánica de Literatura Medieval, ed. Mercedes Pampín Barral and Carmen
Parrilla García (A Coruña, ESP: Universidade da Coruña, Departamento
de Filoloxía Española e Latina, 2005), 265-80, and “Las virtudes cardinales
en el Triunfo de las donas de Juan Rodríguez del Padrón (II),” in Actes del
X Congrés Internacional de L’Associació Hispánica de Literatura Medieval,
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guez del Padrón frequently satirically plays upon the commonplaces of
the querelle.
In a direct parody of misogynist tracts, Cardiana praises women for
their use of cosmetics and rails against the way men, in their consummate
vanity, use all sorts of artificial means to make themselves attractive.
Other allusions to men behaving “against Nature” are peppered throughout Cardiana’s proofs of women’s superior virtues, including several
references to homosexual behavior that indicate Rodriguez del Padrón
wished to echo the rumors about Luna. In contrast to men’s perfidy,
women’s political abilities and skills are highlighted in many of Cardiana’s proofs, serving as continual reminders that Rodríguez del Padrón’s
dedicatee, like the exemplary queens presented as evidence of women’s
superiority, is not only capable of taking the reins of government, but
would be a better alternative to male misrule and tyranny.
As a political allegory, The Triumph of Ladies promotes regime change
in the guise of a courtly profeminine dedication. Its praise for women
is thus particular, serving as council and compliment to Queen María,
who is urged to take on a masculine role for the good of her people,
like so many of the exemplary women described throughout the querelle
tradition, and who must act more like the biblical tyrant-slayer Judith
than the patient wife Griselda at a time of political crisis.
Rodríguez del Padrón positions Cardiana as a highly literate and
devout orator, conscious of the rules of suasion and decorum, whose
erudition is matched by the ideal audiences of The Triumph of Ladies,
well-versed in the Bible and biblical lore, Aristotelian science, the Ovidian traditions on love and mythology, and contemporary vernacular
literary discourses. This audience is thus attuned to the work’s allusions,
recalibrations of authority, and its parodying of misogynist diatribes.
The equivocal nature of various proofs, along with Cardiana’s satirizing of men, break through the façade of sincere, erudite pro-feminine
rhetoric. Cardiana herself, as John Flood observes, in addition to pronouncing some “outlandish” arguments, is something of a negative
example, a belle dame sans merci, who has caused the transmutation of
ed. Rafael Alemany, et al., 3 vols. (Alicante, ESP: Institut Interuniversitari
de Filologia Valenciana, 2005), 3:1253-65.
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the love-sick Aliso.34 Rodriguez del Padrón’s use of a female character
as spokesperson for the pro-feminine side of the debate also allows for
ironic distance between the historical author, narrative author-figure,
and the arguments. The text blends the kind of satire associated with
misogynist writing with its sincere praise for women.
The Triumph of Ladies eludes singular and concise definitions. It
blends genres, integrating the querella into a frame-tale in which a
female character delivers arguments on women’s preeminence; it is a
dialogue, a fiction, an allegory, a satire, and also an introduction to a
treatise on nobility, in short, a “glorious cocktail,” to borrow Alcuin
Blamires’ expression.35 It is also a prime example of how texts from the
debate on women, though filled with familiar commonplaces, are situated
within specific political and cultural contexts that reveal the flexibility of
convention, and endow the old authorities with new meanings, in this
case, the court of King Juan II and the ongoing hostilities between the
king and the Infantes of Aragon, in which the queen had a politically
symbolic as well as an active political role.

•
The Spanish Text: Manuscripts, Editions, and
Transcription Criteria
There are four known extant manuscripts of the Triunfo de las donas
dating from the second half of the fifteenth century and one fragment
that dates from the eighteenth. The fifteenth-century manuscripts show
that the Triunfo de las donas circulated within anthologies of thematically
unified works concerning nobility and defenses of women. Moreover,
and as Serrano observes, the four manuscripts must represent just a few

34 “‘Dentro del paraíso, en conpañia de los ángeles formada’: Eve and the
Dignity of Women in Juan Rodríguez del Padrón’s Triunfo de las donas,”
Bulletin of Hispanic Studies 79 (2002), 42. See also Archer, The Problem
of Woman in Late-Medieval Hispanic Literature, 132 and 204.
35 Blamires, Case for Women, 19.
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of the many that circulated in the decades following the composition
of the Triunfo de las donas.36
Manuscript F (Biblioteca de la Real Academia Española, Madrid,
RM 64) was copied between 1440 and 1460 and is therefore the extant
manuscript witness closest to the date of the Triunfo de las donas’s composition. It contains: El libro de la vida cristiana (Book of Christian Life),
a Castilian translation of a work attributed to St. Augustine; a collection
of recipes; the Triunfo de las donas and Cadira de Honor; Diego de Valera’s
Tratado de providencia contra fortuna (Treatise on Providence against
Fortune) (1444 a quo); and Enrique de Villena’s (1384-1434) Los doce
trabajos de Hércules (The Twelve Labors of Hercules) (1417), Exposición
del salmo “quoniam videbo” (Exposition on the Psalm “Quoniam videbo”)
(1424), Tratado de la lepra (Treatise on Leprosy) (1421-22), Tratado
de fascinación (Treatise on The Evil Eye) (1422-25), and Tratado de
consolación (Treatise on Consolation) (1424).
Manuscript M (Biblioteca Nacional de España, Madrid, Ms. 9985) was
copied in the 1470s and contains four works: Diego de Valera’s Tratado de
la nobleza e hidalguía (Treatise on Nobility and Gentry) (1441); Triunfo
de las donas; Valera’s Tratado en defensa de virtuosas mugeres (Treatise in
Defense of Virtuous Women); and Juan de Mena’s (1411-46) Coronación
del Marqués de Santillana (Coronation of the Marquis of Santillana)
(1438). MS M is now freely available for consultation courtesy of the
Biblioteca Digital Hispánica.
Manuscript A (Hispanic Society of America, New York, Ms. B2705)
was copied in the last quarter of the fifteenth-century. It contains: the
Tratado en defensa de virtuosas mugeres (Treatise in Defense of Virtuous
Women), Triunfo de las donas and Cadira de Honor, followed by Rodríguez’s valedictory Carta; and an incomplete copy of Jacobus de Cessolis’s
Liber de moribus hominum et officiis nobilium super ludo scacchorum (Book
of the Customs of Men and the Duties of Nobles or the Book of Chess).
MS N (Biblioteca del Monasterio de San Lorenzo de El Escorial,
N-I-13) dates from 1490-1510. The presence of Triunfo de las donas in
the Escorial manuscript was noted only relatively recently by Federica
36 “La Querelle des Femmes à la cour, entre la Castille et la Bourgogne, au
XVe siècle,” 314.
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Accorsi.37 The Escorial manuscript is a compilation containing three
separate thematic sections, a Cancionero, a series of texts concerning the
history of the Kingdoms of Navarre and Aragon, and a series of courtly
treatises. In MS N, the Triunfo de las donas appears with Diego de Valera’s Tratado de la nobleza e hidalguía and Defensa de virtuosas mugeres,
Juan de Mena’s Coronación del Marqués de Santillana, Íñigo López de
Mendoza, Marqués de Santillana’s Proverbios (Proverbs) (1437), a Crónica
de San Juan de la Peña (History of St. John de la Peña) (tr. 1372), and
Instrumento de la coronación de los rey y reina nuestros señores (Document
on the Coronation of the King and Queen our Sovereigns) (1429).
Florence Serrano, who has made the most thorough study of the
manuscripts to date, posits that all of the extant manuscripts are distanced by at least one intermediary, if not two, from the first copy, and
that MSS F and A were copied from the same version, while M and N
depend upon a different source, with N distanced from M by another
intermediary copy.38
The Triunfo de las donas was first edited by Antonio Paz y Mélia in
1884. In 1982, César Hernández Alonso edited Rodríguez’s complete
works. Both Paz y Mélia and Hernández Alonso knew of only two of
the four fifteenth-century manuscripts, F and M.39 Three twenty-first
century doctoral dissertations have contributed more recently to textual
scholarship on the Triunfo de las donas, but they are difficult to access.40
Consequently, the text from MS M, as edited by César Hernández
37 Accorsi, “Un nuevo testimonio manuscrito del Triunfo de las donas de Juan
Rodríguez del Padrón” Revista de Literatura Medieval 19 (2007): 275-93.
38 “La Querelle des Femmes à la cour, entre la Castille et la Bourgogne, au
XVe siècle,” 321.
39 As Impey wrote in her extensive review, despite its shortcomings, Hernández Alonso’s edition of Rodríguez del Padrón’s complete works provided
scholars with a much-needed resource. “Apuntes en torno a la edición de
las Obras completas de Juan Rodríguez del Padrón,” Romance Philology, 4,
no. 2 (1987): 166-78.
40 Pampín Barral, “El Triunfo de las donas de Juan Rodríguez del Padrón” (A
Coruña, 2003), Isabella Scoma, ed., Triunfo de las donas (Messina: di Nicolò,
2006); and Serrano, “La Querelle des Femmes à la cour, entre la Castille et la
Bourgogne, au XVe siècle.” El Parnasillo published a volume of Rodríguez’s
works in 2005, but without a named editor, indication of source texts, or
critical apparatus. Obra completa (Simancas: El Parnasillo, 2005).
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Alonso has been the version of reference for most of the scholarship
on the Triunfo de las donas to date. Happily, at the time of this writing,
Serrano’s French/Spanish bilingual edition, based on MS A’s text of the
Triunfo de las donas, and Fernando de Lucena’s Triumphe des dames, is
forthcoming.
In reproducing the Spanish text of the Triunfo de las donas, my aim
has been to present a legible, useful, and teachable text, accessible to
non-experts as well as readers accustomed to medieval Castilian textuality. The Spanish text presented here is a transcription based upon MS
M (BNE 9985). MS F, although the earliest known witness of the text,
and recently restored, has suffered extensive damage, rendering many
passages illegible, though those that remain legible clearly resolve several doubtful readings in M as well as in the other manuscripts. I have
included corrections and additions between pointed brackets < >, with
their sources and MS M’s original readings noted in the critical apparatus, so that the resulting text makes sense, but readers may also see the
specific wording of M. Substantive variants are also noted.
In the transcription, I have silently expanded abbreviations and followed modern usage for accentuation and capitalization. While much
of the medieval orthography is retained, I have regularized the uses of
v, u, b and i, j, y. Initial double consonants are regularized following
modern usage. C and ç are also regularized, with c used before e and
i, and ç before a, o, and u. The manuscript’s scribe used e, et, and the
tyronian symbol; et was the scribal preference, and consequently I have
resolved the tyronian symbol as et. Word separations follow modern
usage, with the exception of contractions, rendered with an apostrophe
(dellas  d’ellas).
I have used MS M’s heavy punctuation, which distinguishes it from
the other fifteenth-century manuscripts, as an aid to punctuating the
transcription, and added punctuation according to my interpretation
of the text’s syntax, making liberal use of the dash (raya) in order to
aid in deciphering Rodríguez’s serpentine sentences, which are at times
paratactic, at others hypotactic, and often embed explanations and amplifications. MS M has very few separate sections, marked by spaces left for
large initials. I have separated each proof and broken the longer proofs
into paragraphs to aid reading and referencing.
Francomano
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•
Translation and English Edition
Translating fifteenth-century Spanish into modern English is an act of
double translation involving temporal as well as linguistic distances. I
have aimed to balance bringing the contemporary reader to the medieval text and the medieval text to the contemporary reader.41 I have also
sought to produce a near-literal rendering that conveys some of the
markers of orality that are found in fifteenth-century Castilian prose.
When possible, I have used dashes in order to reproduce the syntax and
logic of Rodríguez del Padrón’s phrasing. However, at times I have also
taken the liberty to paraphrase some of Rodríguez’s more impenetrable
phrases, as well as to break some of his long and winding sentences down
into several, shorter English ones. Presentation of the translation and
the source text in facing-page format will, I hope, alleviate the necessary
acts of translational betrayal and domestication committed in the process
of creating The Triumph of Ladies.
The title, Triunfo de las donas, immediately presents difficulties for
translation into English. The medieval Catalan and Castilian term dona,
much like the Old French dame, means both woman and lady. Moreover,
the text of the Triunfo de las donas uses three overlapping terms to name
its subject: dona, mujer (woman; wife) and dueña (lady; noble married
woman). Consequently, I have translated dona as both lady and woman,
mujer as woman or wife, and dueña as lady or wife, depending on the
context. Rodríguez del Padrón uses several different names for God,
including Dios (God), el Señor (The Lord), Causador (Prime Mover),
Criador (Creator), and Fazedor (Maker). I have chosen Prime Mover to
translate Causador because of its Aristotelian and Scholastic connotations, which are fitting to the context.
41 I take this opposition from Friedrich Schleiermacher: “the translator either
(1) disturbs the writer as little as possible and moves the reader in his direction, or (2) disturbs the reader as little as possible and moves the writer in
his direction” “On the Different Methods of Translating,” trans. Douglas
Robinson, in Western Translation Theory from Herodotus to Nietzsche, ed.
Douglas Robinson, 2nd ed. (Manchester, UK: St. Jerome, 2002), 229.
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E and et (and) are used as syntactic expletives throughout the Spanish
text, often prefacing an expression of circumstance, such as, e como (and
when). I have translated Rodríguez del Padrón’s ets as now, so, and, and
other phrasal syntactic expletives, in order to provide some relief from
the monotonous use of and while also conveying a signal characteristic
of Spanish prose of the period.
Rodríguez del Padrón was a master of allusion who counted on the
cultural literacy of an intended readership familiar with the Bible, biblical
lore, Patristic authorities, Greek mythology (generally as transmitted
by Ovid), as well as the works of Virgil, Aristotle, Seneca, and Quintilian, many of which were translated into Spanish during the period.
His readers would have also known, or at least known of, Boccaccio’s
Corbaccio, Famous Women, and On the Fates of Famous Men, as well as
his novelle. At times, Rodríguez del Padrón paraphrases and cites his
authorities directly, at others he merely mentions snippets of stories and
makes allusions that may be unintelligible to today’s readers. Notes to
the English text provide known and likely sources used by Rodríguez del
Padrón, and seek to provide explanations of his more obscure allusions.
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Triunfo de las donas

The Triumph of Ladies

1

Princesa muy más digna et más fermosa del universo, en gracia et
virtudes singular, la muy enseñada et perfecta Señora Doña María,
per la divina inspiración hermana de las tres reales coronas, et reina
de la cuarta más soberana de los reinos de España.

5

Fería Apollo al occidental orizonte con el carro de la luz, llegado
al punto que ya sus cavallos cansados del celestial afán bañavan en
las marinas ondas, un día del cual Mercurio la primera hora avía
señoreado, yo me fallé la cueva entrando del basilisco —onde por
algun tienpo el entrar me fuera vedado— con nobles mancebos, bien

To the most worthy, and by far the most beautiful Princess in the
universe, unsurpassed in grace and virtue, the most learned and
perfect Lady Doña María, by the grace of God the sister of three
royal crowns, and queen of the fourth, and most sovereign, of the
kingdoms of Spain.1
One day—when Mercury had ruled the first hour, and as Phoebus Apollo streaked the western horizon with his chariot of light,
his horses bathing in the seaside waves, having tired from their
celestial labors—,2 I found myself at the entrance of the basilisk’s3
cave, where for some time I had been forbidden entry.4 There I
1 Rodríguez del Padrón’s address to María of Aragon clearly indicates
the political significance of The Triumph of Ladies. María is placed
within a network of power defined by her immediate family: her
brother Alfonso was the king of Aragon, her brother Juan the king
of Navarra, and her sister Leonor queen consort of Portugal. There
is no mention of Juan II, the king of Castile. Rather, with María’s
divinely sanctioned queenship, the Infantes are presented as ruling all
of the kingdoms of Spain.
2 Friday, as the sun is setting, according to the planetary system of
hours. Fittingly for the beginning of a treatise, the days and hours of
Mercury were associated with eloquence and intelligence. However,
they are also associated with jesting and games, which is also fitting
for the Triumph, which for all its displays of erudition, contains comic
elements.
3 According to medieval bestiaries, the basilisk or cockatrice is a mythical monster, often pictured as a serpent with a rooster’s head. The
basilisk “is king of serpents, and they be afraid, and flee when they see
him. For he slayeth them with his smell and with his breath: and slayeth also anything that hath life with breath and with sight,” according
to the widely circulating medieval encyclopedia, Bartholomew Anglicus’s Physiologus (also called De proprietalibus rerum [On the properties
of things], translated into Spanish as the Propiedades de las cosas by
Vicente de Burgos). Robert Steele, Mediaeval Lore from Bartholomew
Anglicus (London: Alexander Moring, 1905), 144-45.
4 Critics have identified the “basilisk’s cave” as a figure for King Juan II’s
court as a whole and for Queen María of Aragon’s chamber, and the
basilisk itself as a figure for the queen and for Álvaro de Luna, respectively. The association of the basilisk with María, which contributes
to the romantic legends surrounding Rodríguez del Padrón, can be
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10 enseñados amigos, a mí cuanto yo mesmo caros, en parlamiento de
cosas asaz más altas que la humildat de mi ingenio requería: e del
honor si fuesse el verdadero fruto de la virtud, et la virtud si principio
o raíz fuesse de la nobleza. Cada uno segund su entendimiento era
aviendo razonado a mí, el cual —siempre más ofendido de la fabla
15 que del silencio me sintiendo— callava. Rogaron por concordança de
sus opiniones, que segund la cuantidat d’ellos eran seis en número
diversas, quisiese dezir lo que me parecía. Et la escusa legítima de la
ignorancia, el defecto de la eloquencia et las otras por mí allegadas
defensas, más indignación me causando que defensión. Entrando
20 en aqueste laberinto con trabajo de espíritu, pensé veer conmigo
mesmo cuál sería mayor ofensa, ofender a ellos con mi simple callar,
o a mí, fablando desconvenible. Et menos reprensible me pareciendo
el ofender a mí, por non desplazer al amigo, la desproveída fabla
cerca del propósito con temor solícito principié.
25

La cual aviendo segund mi parecer traído a punto convenible, fue
plegaria mayor por ellos rogado: que por <recordança> 1 suya, como
sea toda memoria fallecedera, mi razonamiento por escriptura perpetuase. Et si fuerte de complir el ruego primero, me fue más grave,
sintiendo dever el mi rudo et incompuesto fablar, de los oyentes en
30 número pocos, ya por ventura olvidado, non solamente escriviendo
de nuevo les recordar, mas a todos mi simpleza perpetuamente
magnifestar. De amigable aficción, non de la razón vencido,

1 concordança] recordança AF
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met a group of noble and learned young men, friends as dear to me
as my own life, who were discussing topics far beyond the reach
of my humble intelligence: Was honor the true fruit of virtue, and
virtue the source or root of nobility? When each one had explained
his opinion to me, I—who always feel it is safer to hold my tongue
than to speak—remained silent. My friends begged me to tell them
what I thought and to bring them into one accord, for they had six
differing opinions amongst them. I demurred with protestations
of my ignorance, my lack of eloquence, and my other faults, but all
my sincere pleas led to my friends’ indignation rather than to my
defense. I pondered the best course of action as I entered into this
labyrinth, trying to determine if my humble silence would cause
them greater offense than an improvised speech would cause me.
Since offending myself seemed less reprehensible to me than displeasing my friends, I began my unrehearsed speech on the matter
with solicitous apprehension.
When I felt that I had brought my speech to a suitable conclusion, my friends begged an even greater favor of me: they asked
if, since all memory is faulty, I would commit my opinion on
the subject to writing, so that they might remember it. As I had
already been loath to comply with their first request and to give a
rough and unrehearsed speech to this small group, where my words
would likely be forgotten, I was all the more distressed by the idea
of writing it down, not only because my friends would recall it
anew, but also because it would serve as a perpetual reminder of my
traced to one of the work’s historical readers, Fernando de Lucena, the
translator of the Triumphe des dames, who explains in his prologue
that Rodríguez del Padrón, lovestruck, likens the queen to a basilisk
in a courtly play on the legendary beast’s power to kill with a single
glance. Triumphe des dames, in Florence Serrano, ed., “La Querelle
des Femmes à la cour, entre la Castille et la Bourgogne, au XVe siècle,”
366. See also Alan Deyermond, “The Royal Basilisk in the Triunfo
de las donas,” in Juan Rodríguez del Padrón: Studies in Honor of Olga
Tudorica Impey, ed. Alan Deyermond and Carmen Parrilla (London:
Department of Hispanic Studies Queen Mary, University of London,
2005), 137-55; and Julio Vélez-Sainz, “De cuervos y basilicos: alegoría
y corte en el ‘Triunfo de las donas’ de Juan Rodríguez del Padrón,”
Rilce: Revista de Filología Hispánica 22 (2006): 261-63.
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esforcéme de querer, forçado a la fuerça de sus ruegos, satisfazer, et
aver satisfecho más al poder que al dever, me pareciendo como los
35 antiguos et modernos actores acostumbren a personas dignas sus
conplidas obras enderesçar, tracté conmigo mesmo de la persona a
quién la siguiente mía2 —si tal nombre merece— devría intitular.
Et la razón amonestando, pues tractava de la virtud et de la honor et
de la nobleza, que a la persona más virtuosa, más noble et más digna
40 de honor se intitulase, si dona, o varón sería. Comigo cuestionando,
entré la cuestión odiosa: ¿cuál sea, la muger, o el hombre más noble
et de más excelencia?

45

50

55

60

E por más librement poder en conocimiento venir de la verdadera
sentencia, un día el tiempo et la ora seyendo que Febo del cerco
merediano ya declinava, et las aves estadas callando en la estación
lagrimosa con dulces verbes, fería el aire, yo me secresté, a un logar
solitario de plantas salvajes cercado, en medio del cual por cierto
diámetro una fuente biva de muy frescas et claras aguas se manifestava. Et poco más avant un aliso todo solo prendía, que por venida
del sol en la oriental casa del carnero friseo se començava revestir
de esperança. Et como yo en el lugar convenible a la mi contemplación, las razones, et auctoridades más ofensivas del honor de las
donas —como aquel que de ninguno ser oído me pensase— en voz
clara notase, con entención de non callar, después las cosas que se
podrían con verdat en sus loores notar, et de los hombres por modo
semejable, a fin que vistas las razones contrarias de todas dos partes,
et pensados los deméritos con los merecimientos, se podiesse más
ligeramente la verdat comprehender.
Obra fue maravillosa que yo —sin propósito de querer fablando
alguno ofender— aquellas cosas por donde el valor de las donas
más se ofendía pronunciando, surtió en alto fuera del usado modo
la vezina fue<n>te,3 en figura de lágrimas esparziendo sus ondas. Et
bien cuanto duró la fuerça del mi fablar —que más del convenible

simplemindedness to all. Yet, compelled by the bonds of friendship
and by their urging, rather than by my own convictions, I strove to
satisfy my friends. And, once I had completed the daunting task to
the best of my limited abilities, I recalled how ancient and modern
authors would dedicate their finished works to worthy persons.
Pondering to whom I should dedicate this treatise—if indeed it
merits to be called so—I reasoned that this work concerning the
virtue and honor of nobility should be dedicated to the most virtuous and most noble person, above all others worthy of honor. Then
I wondered if that person was a lady or a gentleman, and I came
to that odious question: Which one is most noble and superior to
the other, man or woman?
And so, one day, when Phoebus Apollo streaked the air in his
descent from the meridian line, and the birds were quieting their
sweet song at the approach of the lachrymose moment of the
day, I took refuge in a lonely place where the true answer to my
question might more easily come to mind: a clearing surrounded
by wild greenery, where fresh and clear waters flowed from a goodsized spring. And a little further along I saw a lone alder tree that
was clothed in hope because the sun had come into the Western
house of the Phrygian ram.5 As I found myself in a fitting place
for contemplation, I began to recite aloud—thinking that no one
at all would hear me—all the authorities most offensive to ladies’
honor. I had no thought of stopping until I had also reviewed all
that truly could be said in praise of ladies, and likewise in praise of
men, and until I had weighed the arguments for and against each
one, considered their faults along with their virtues, and had made
the truth of the matter clear.
A wondrous thing occurred as I was declaiming—speaking without wishing to offend anyone—those things that most offend
the dignity of ladies: the spring close by me surged up forcefully,
tossing its cascading waves, their spray turning into tears. During
my belligerent speech—which I had belabored far more than was

2 mía] tuya F
3 fuerte] fuente AF

5 The Phrygian ram is Ares, indicating that the month is March or
April, and the alder tree is in flower.
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por mí se estudió— vi en tanto una sorda boz, que non parecía la
65 mía, sonar de las esparzidas aguas rompiendo sin ser entendida por
mí, se oía. La cual pareciendo sentir yo aver dado fin a la fabla, súbitamente, por un son lleno de pasible dolor et formando la siguiente
exclamación, firió mis oídos:
“¡Adversarios fados! ¿et aún non contentos de la insensible4 pena
70 mía vos demostrades, que personas del honor de las donas en tanto
grado ofensivas por mayor tormento mío en aqueste lugar miserable
vos plaze desesperar? Si viniese Aliso en la razonable esencia de que
Fortuna <y>5 la mi constante virtud —con la poca fe que yo dava
al su martirio— lo despojaron, verdaderamente la ofensa d’ellas oy
75 recibiese por cabsa mía la devida vengança.” Et súbitamente la boz
monstruosa las lagrimosas ondas en sí recogiendo, yo de maravilla
et nuevo deseo preso por saber el secreto que nuevamente me demostrava Naturaleza, desque sobre mí un poco me tove pensoso, formé
con voz piadosa aquestas palabras:
80

“Sacra fuente, de mí sin propósito indignamente ofendida, por la
divinidat que en ti se asconde, te ruego, que pues por non sabiduría
et sin voluntad fallecí, ser merezca de ti perdonado, et la verdat de
la dubdosa cuestión que te me fizo indiscretamente ofender, me
sea, a fin que yo por ignorancia más non fallesca, por ti declarada.”
85 Et la razón más adelante non estendiendo, conprehendio del mi
callar la triste fontana yo aver puesto silencio, et non tardó a la ora
enbiar de sí las recogidas aguas del romper, de las cuales una asaz
más clara et menos airada voz, del causado son de aquellas formada,
sonó por esta figura:
90
“El conocer de la culpa et arrepentir de la ofenssa te fazen digno
de la perdonança et merecedor que la verdat te sea de lo que demandas manifestada. Mas, porque la grosedat del tu ingeño, tan altas
cosas —como el <sotil>6 espíritu suelto de la corporal cárcel—
contigo razonando, non conprehendería, por las cuales, si podieses,

fitting—suddenly, a soft voice unlike my own, and which I hadn’t
noticed before, could be heard, speaking from the spray of the
crashing waves. The spring, thinking I had concluded my speech,
let out an impassioned, dolorous moan, piercing my ears with the
following cry:
“Harsh fates! Are you not yet satisfied by the unending sorrow
you send me? Now, increasing my torture, it pleases you to make me
lose all hope by sending persons who greatly offend women’s honor
to this wretched place! If only Aliso could return to his true form,
stolen from him by Fortune and by my own steadfast virtue—for
I gave little love in return for his martyrdom—and were to come
here, for my sake he would surely give this offense to ladies the
punishment it deserves.” I marveled as suddenly the monstrous
voice enfolded itself within the tearful waves, and I was struck by
the desire to know the secret that Nature had just revealed to me.
After I had gathered my thoughts somewhat, I spoke these words
in a compassionate tone:
“Sacred spring, whom I have offended outrageously, by the
divinity hidden within you, I beg you to find me worthy of your
forgiveness, because I have wronged you unknowingly and unintentionally. I beg you to teach me the true answer to the bewildering
question that caused me, in my indiscretion, to offend you, so
that ignorance will not lead me to go wrong again.” When I had
stopped speaking, and the unhappy spring understood from my
silence that I would say no more, she lost no time in breaking her
waves, and a much clearer and less irate voice issued from the sound
they made, saying:
“Admitting your guilt and regretting your offense make you
worthy of pardon, and you deserve to know the true answer to
your question. However, since you are so dull-witted, such lofty
matters—as when the discerning spirit is set free from its fleshly
prison—would be incomprehensible to you. If only you had the
intelligence, you would quickly understand how blessed women

4 incesable] insensible N
5 om] y AF
6 om] sotil AF
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95 ligeramente conocerías cuánta sea de las donas en bien aventurança,
gloria, honor et virtudes sobre los onbres la excelencia, converná
dexar el estilo perfecto, —el alto et profundo entender con que se
loa et se conoce Aquel que todo puede en la eterna paz— et usar de
actoridades de la divina et humana, moral et natural ciencia, estilo
100 et razones a la flaqueza de la tu discreción convenibles, que ovo el
estudio en mis verdes años a la fiable memoria encomendadas, las
cuales, juntas con la mi beldat, la causa fueron de la conversión del
infortunado Aliso.
“Onde principiando, fazerte he clara la senda que al tu ciego juizio
105 poco ante escura se demostrava, demostrando primeramente, si por
<aficción>7 o por razón movido dizías las tales ofensivas palabras, el
actor de las cuales me parece —si largo dolor, o razonar al que yo
pienso semejable, non me engaña— ser del maldiziente et vituperoso Covarcho, ofensor del valor de las donas, non fundando sobre
110 divina nin humana auctoridat, mas sola ficción. Et dignamente se
intitula Covarchon, como el su componedor, por aver parlado más
del convenible et aver en él fengido novelas torpes et desonestas, aya
perdido su fama loable, segund el cuervo, a quien es en nombre et
parlar semejable, que por aver la torpe et desonesta novela recontado
115 a Febo, su blanca vestidura, segund dize Nasón, <en negro>8 fue
convertida.
“Et si movido por afección las dizías, gravemente erravas. Que por
cuatro naturales razones mayor afección se deve a la muger que al
varón traer: la primera por ser toda razonable criatura de la muger,
120 es a saber, de la madre, naturalmente más amada; la segunda, por
ser más cierta del maternal debdo; la tercera, por traer d’ella más
parte en la generación; la cuarta, por aver seído más trabajada en su

are and how superior they are to men, in glory, honor, and virtue.
Nonetheless, it will be fitting for me to eschew that perfect style—
the elevated and profound understanding with which we praise
and know Him, the Omnipotent, in His everlasting peace—and,
instead, I will use the style and arguments that will suit your weak
intellect, drawing upon the wisdom of divine and human, moral
and natural authorities, which I committed to my unfailing memory
during my youthful studies. My youth, along with my beauty, were
the cause of poor Aliso’s metamorphosis.
“Now, to begin, I will make plain the path that so recently was
obscure to you, first by determining if you were moved by reason
or by affection to speak such offensive words, words authored by, I
believe—if your long complaint, or the similarity of your arguments
do not deceive me—that slanderous and vituperative Corbacho,
denigrator of women’s worth, whose opinions are founded upon
neither divine nor human authority, but rather solely on falsehoods.
His book is justly titled Corvachón,6 after its creator, who has lost
his former praiseworthy fame for having ranted all out of proportion
and for having made up wicked and false stories, squawking just
like the crow he is named for, who, as Ovid tells us, lost his white
feathers when Phoebus Apollo turned them black for having told
a false and wicked story. 7
“If, on the one hand, you spoke moved by your affection for men,
you have grievously erred. Indeed, there are four natural proofs that
women deserve greater affection than men: First, in nature, all
rational beings are loved more by women than by men, that is to
say, by their mothers. Second, the connection between mother and
child is stronger than that between father and child.8 Third, woman
contributes more to procreation than man.9 And fourth, woman’s
6
7
8
9

7 defecto] aficción AF
8 en vengar] en negro AF
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Giovanni Boccaccio’s anagrammatically titled Il Corbaccio (ca.1355).
Ovid, Metamorphoses 2.534 et passim.
These arguments stem from Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics 7 and 8.
This is a rather surprising argument, given Aristotle’s views on the
relative roles of men and women in procreation. Aristotle’s Generation of Animals discusses how females are the “passive” partners in
reproduction, contributing only matter to nourish offspring, while
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criación. Et por consiguiente, segund afección hordenada, como
seas de la muger más amado, et más beneficios ayas d’ella recebido,
más la deves amar, et más por su honor, que de otra persona alguna
deves trabajar.
“Si movido por razón, sin ninguna dubda, muy alongado era el tu
juicio de la verdat: que por ciertas divinas, humanas et verdaderas,
non fengidas razones, de las cuales sumariamente algunas diré —
ninguna de muger allegando, porque el mi fablar en todo carezca de
suspición— et la excelencia de las dones sobre los onbres manifiesta
ser te demostraré.
“La primera es por aver seído después de todas las cosas criada:
como las criaturas menos nobles ayan seído primeramente en el
mundo criadas, et las más nobles últimamente, por que las menos
nobles <deviesen> 9 por horden a las más nobles servir, segund que
la materia sin forma primeramente criada servió a la criación de los
sinples cuatro elementos, et los sinples cuatro elementos al vapor
d’ellos conpuesto, et el conpuesto vapor a las vivas plantas, et las
vivas plantas a las sentibles bestias, et las sentibles bestias al primero animal razonable, et el primero animal razonable, a la muger,
después de la cual ninguna cosa a que servir deviese se falla criada. Et
de la criatura razonable, el humano cuerpo fue criado primero que
fuesse él ante por ser menos noble en servimiento d’ella formado.
“La segunda razón es por cuanto <fue>10 dentro del paraíso en
conpañía de los ángeles formada, et non el onbre, que fue con las
bestias en el canpo damasceno fuera del paraíso criado. Et aquesta
es una de las razones por que la muger en beldat et en virtud a la
figura angélica más se parece.
“La tercera por aver seído formada de carne purificada et non del
vapor de la tierra, de la cual el onbre et los otros animales fueron
criados. Et aquesta es la razón por que es el onbre en el bestial
apetito, en la aspereza del cuerpo, et vellosa faz, a las bestias más
semejable, como tengan más que la muger del terreno vapor, menos
noble de los elementos.
9 pudiesen] deviesen AF
10 om] fue AF
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creation was more elaborate than man’s. Therefore, according to the
natural order of affections, and since you are loved more by woman
and have received more gifts from her, you should love her more,
and strive to defend her honor above that of all others.
“On the other hand, if you were moved by reasoning, there is
no doubt that your conclusions strayed very far from the truth. I
will now relate certain true, divine, and human proofs, not made
up ones. And, so that my words will be free from all suspicions of
bias, not a single argument will come from a woman. Thus will I
prove clearly to you that women are superior to men.
“The first proof is that woman was created after everything else.
The first creations in the world were the least noble and the most
noble the last, so that the lesser creations, logically, might serve
the nobler: So was formless matter created to serve the creation
of the four basic elements, and the four basic elements served the
vapor composed from them, and this vapor served the living plants,
and the living plants served the sentient beasts, and the sentient
beasts served the first rational animal, and the first rational animal
served woman, after whom no other being for her to serve was
created. Moreover, when rational beings were created, the male
human body was created first, because he was formed to be less
noble and to serve her.
“The second proof is that woman was formed inside Paradise,
in the company of angels, unlike man, who was created along
with the beasts in the Damascene field, outside of Paradise. This
is one of the reasons that woman, rather than man, is angelic in
her beauty and virtue.
“The third is that woman was formed from purified flesh, and
not from the slime of the earth, from which man and the other
animals were formed. This is the reason that man, with his bestial
appetites, rugged body, and hairy face, is like a beast: both contain
more vapor from the earth, the least noble of the elements, than
women do.
men are the active partners whose semen provides the soul and form,
which “sets” in the uterus.
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“La cuarta por ser criada del medio et non de los estremos del
onbre; como en el medio sea la virtud et la más noble morada del
ánima, que es el coraçón.
“La quinta por ser más fermosa, lo cual afirma el Filósofo en el
Libro de la naturaleza de los animales diziendo el cuerpo de la muger
ser más liso, el color más blanco, la faz más alegre, más clara et más
plazible, el cuello más largo, los cabellos más blandos, a filos de oro
más parecientes, la voz más suave, más clara et más delgada, los pies
et las manos et las otras estremidades más sotiles et más delicadas.
¿Quién negará ser en la vista de las donas una oculta divinidat, que
por la divina mano en su criación le seyendo infusa, las partes donde
el su rayo alcança en un súbito plazer enciende, que non parece de
humana, mas de divina luz descender? Et aquesta natural inclinación
le faze amar al precioso vestir, el componerse et desear sobre todas
cosas bien parecer.
“La sexta razón es por ser más limpia. De lo cual da testimonio el
natural esperimento por los antiguos provado: es a saber que después
que una mujer se oviere la faz o las manos con diligengia lavado,
cuantas vezes después fuere vista lavarse, tantas quedará <siempre>11
el agua como era de su principio clara. Et por el contrario el onbre
aviene, el cual si vezes se lavare innumerables siempre jamás el augua
deverná turvia, como sea criado del non limpio vapor12 de la tierra
et la muger de <carne> linpia13 purificada. Et aqueste es el natural
principio que más faze a las donas amar preciosas unciones et traer
consigo especias olorosas aborreciendo el su contrario. Nin contrasta
a la su linpieza el manjar de la criatura que durantes los nueve meses
prende de la superfluidat de los contrarios humores. Como sea acto
más linpio deverlo a cierto tienpo enbiar por las secretas partes,
sindeturpar el divino gesto, que todas horas como dize el Filósofo,

11 sinple] siempre AF
12 vapor] limo AF
13 ***] carne AFN
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“The fourth is that woman was created from the middle of the
man and not from his extremities, for virtue and the most noble
seat of the soul, the heart, are also in the middle. 10
“The fifth is that woman is more beautiful than man, which the
Philosopher affirms in his Book on the Nature of Animals, where
he says that the female body is softer, fairer, her face more lively,
brighter, and more pleasing, her neck longer, her hair softer, resembling golden threads, her voice softer, higher, and thinner, and her
feet and hands and other extremities weaker and more delicate than
man’s.11 Who can possibly deny the hidden divinity, infused by the
divine hand that created them, in women’s faces? Looking at them
ignites sudden flames of pleasure, a pleasure that descends not from
human, but rather from divine light. And this natural disposition
makes a woman love to dress exquisitely, beautify herself, and desire
good looks above all.
“The sixth proof is that woman is cleaner than man, as an
experiment carried out by the Ancients demonstrates. Namely, after
a woman has washed her face or her hands well, no matter how
many more times she goes to wash, the water will always remain
perfectly clean. And, on the contrary, a man, even if he washes
himself innumerable times, will always leave the water cloudy,
because he was created from the unclean slime of the earth, and
woman from purified, clean flesh. This is the natural principle that
makes women love precious ointments and carry sweet-smelling
spices on their persons, abhorring the opposite. Nor is her cleanliness spoiled by the sustenance that a baby takes from the excess
of contrary humors for nine months in the womb. Woman is also
cleaner because her body, every now and then, sends those contrary
humors through the secret parts of her body, without disfiguring
her divine appearance. In men, according to the Philosopher, the
10 A reference to Aristotle’s concept of the “golden mean,” explained in
the Nicomachean Ethics: “excess and deficiency are a mark of vice, and
observance of the mean a mark of virtue;” virtue “is a mean state
between two vices, one of excess and one of defect . . . virtue ascertains
and adopts the mean.” Nicomachean Ethics 2.13-17.
11 Aristotle, History of Animals 5.14 .
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185 en barvas se convertiendo por la faz enbiarla aquella deturpando,
segund que a los onbres aviene, en los cuales, si alguna linpieza se
falla, verdaderamente de las mugeres, non d’ellos procede.
“Et la sétima razón es por aver en la muger fecho el nuestro
Causador14 todas sus obras perfectas; onde non es de maravillar si
190 por tanto sea de más perfectión.
“La viii razón es por ser uno de los plazeres del paraíso, et que
fuesse non de los menores. El primero onbre lo demostró cuando
por él quiso a todos los otros perder, el ofrecido pomo con la liberal
mano non pensando.15
195 “Et la novena razón es por que mereció el primero onbre aver
por ella la bendición del su Fazedor, la cual non se lee fasta ser la
muger criada, aver recibido.
“La dézima razón es por que fue el pomo de la ciencia al onbre
en persona vedado, et non a la muger, como fuesse aún por criar.
200

“La undécima razón es por que aver <seído>16 primeramente
tentada. Como la sierpe enbidiosa de la su Gloria, segund dize Bernardo, vista su maravillosa fermosura la creyese ser aquella muger
que viera en la presencia divina sobre todos los ángeles se dever
asentar, d’ella sola por la su excelencia et non del onbre prendiendo
205 enbidia.
“La dozena razón es por cuanto el onbre pecó de cierta sabiduría
sin ser engañado et la muger por engaño et por ignorancia.
“La décima tercia razón es por cuanto el pecado del primer onbre,
a quien fue fecho el mandamiento, nos causó la perpetua et tenpo210 ral muerte, et non la culpa de la muger, la cual non fue del Señor
reprehendida por aver el pomo gustado, mas por lo aver al onbre
ofrecido, a quien fuera en persona vedado, el cual si non oviera
pecado, la humana generación non fuera, segund dize Augustino,
por el peccado de la muger condenpnada.
14 causador] avisador A
15 pensando] refusando AF, rehusando N
16 ***] seído AFN
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excess fluid always converts into facial hair, disfiguring their faces.12
Truly, if any cleanliness is found in men, it comes from women and
not from within themselves.
“Now, the seventh proof is that our Prime Mover perfected all
his works in woman. Consequently, we should not be surprised
that she is so much more perfect than man.
“The eighth proof is that woman is one of the pleasures of Paradise, and not the least of them. The first man proved this when
he made all humanity fall by not refusing the apple offered by her
generous hand.
“And the ninth proof is that, because of woman, the first man
received the blessing of his Maker, which as we read, he had not
received before the creation of woman.
“The tenth proof is that the commandment not to eat the apple
of knowledge was given directly to man, and not to woman, as she
was yet to be created.
“The eleventh proof is that woman was the first one to be
tempted. According to Bernard, the serpent, envious of her glory,
saw her marvelous beauty and thought that the woman he saw
deserved to be seated above all the angels in the presence of the
Divine.13 The serpent became envious of her, due to her excellence,
and was not envious of man.
“The twelfth proof is that man sinned knowingly, without
being tricked, and woman sinned because she was tricked and
unknowingly.
“The thirteenth proof is that the sin of the first man—to whom
the commandment was given—caused our perpetual and earthly
mortality. It was not the fault of woman, and she was not chastised
by the Lord for having tasted the apple, but rather only because
she had offered it to the man, to whom it had been forbidden. If
he had not sinned, all humanity would not have been condemned
by the woman’s sin, according to Augustine.
12 Aristotle, History of Animals 9.7.582b-583a.
13 Bernard of Clairvaux. Sermon 5, in On the Song of Songs, trans. Killian
Walsh and Irene Edmonds, ed. Emero Stiegman, 4 vols. (Spencer,
MA: Cistercian Publications, 1971-1980), 1:18-21.
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“La décima cuarta razón es por ser más honesta. Et como la
honestidat fuya las cosas torpes et las partes vengonçosas encubra,
fallarás, si bien considerares, que Naturaleza en estas dos cosas,
donde todas las otras partes de honestidat dependen, a la muger
fizo más honesta. Et primeramente por non dever al tienpo que
paga la natural debda et las partes menos honestas de necessario
tocar, segund conviene al onbre de fuerça tocarlas. Onde el antiguo
Filósofo con airada boz de la Naturaleza se querellava. Segundamente es más honesta en cuanto sus cabellos naturalmente pueden
tanto crecer que las partes más vergonçosas podrían honestamente
cobrir, lo cual Naturaleza non quiso a onbre otorgar, vedando los
suyos en tanto grado creser. Et aquesta es la natural razón porque
las mugeres a grand pena se dexan <conmovidas>17 en las partes
occultas mirar, et los onbres por lo contrario desnudos sin ningún
vergongoso color se manifiestan.
“Es así mesmo naturalmente más honesta, por cuanto en el acto
de engendrar de todos menos honesto —es en son de forçada, el
onbre en son de forçador— la muger tiende la vista a los sobrecelestes cuerpos, segund la propiedat del animal razonable; el onbre a
las cosas baxas <mira>18 siguiendo la cualidat de los brutos animales.
A la muger ninguna cosa se puede ver de las secretas partes et al
onbre por el contrario.
“Nin contradize a la su honestidat, como algunos, en maldezir se
gloriando afirman, el componer et acrecentar con estudiosa mano la
su fermosura, lo cuál es ayudar a la Naturaleza, que se esforçó cuanto
pudo fazer la fermosura, et non es fazer contra ella, segund que fazen
los onbres las barbas se faziendo raer. Que Naturaleza por diferencia
de la muger et por reconocimiento del limo terrestre19 de que fue el
primero onbre criado le puso en la faz, que es el lugar onde la criatura
razonable se deve conocer, en lo cuál non solamente quebranta las
leyes de la Naturaleza, mas el divino mandamiento, que a ninguno
otro manda, salvo a los sacerdotes, raerlas. Et si desconvenible o

“The fourteenth proof is that woman is more virtuous. Just as
virtue flees wickedness and covers shameful parts, you will find,
if you consider how Nature, in the two things upon which all
virtue depends, made woman more virtuous than man. Firstly,
women do not have to touch their shameful parts when Nature
calls, while men must touch them of necessity, and this is why the
Philosopher railed against Nature. Secondly, she is more virtuous
because her hair naturally grows long to modestly cover her most
shameful parts. Nature refused to grant the same modesty to man,
not allowing his hair to grow as long. This is the natural reason
that women only let their secret parts be seen with great distress
and unwillingness, and men, on the other hand, shamelessly display
their nakedness.
“Woman is likewise naturally more virtuous because, in the very
least virtuous manner of procreating—that is, when a woman is
raped by a man—the woman looks up at the celestial bodies in the
manner of a rational creature, while the man looks down at the
ground, in the manner of a brute animal. None of women’s secret
parts can be seen, and men are the opposite.
“Nor is her virtue belied, as some boasting slanderers argue,
by adorning herself and skillfully enhancing her beauty, which is
an aid to Nature, who strove with all her might to make woman
beautiful. This is not working against Nature in the way that some
men do, when they shave their beards. In order to make man
different from woman, and as a sign of the slime of the earth
from which he was first created, Nature put hair on his face, the
part of the body by which rational beings are known. Therefore,
men not only break the laws of Nature, but also break the divine
commandment that orders only priests, and no other men, to

17 conmovidas F] om A, como ideas MN
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deshonesto fuera a las donas el componer, las virtuosas reina Hester
et la viuda Judich non delibraran, segund que ovieron, al judaico
pueblo, por su fermosura artificial, delibrado.
250

“¿Et cuál solicitud, cuál estudio nin trabajo de muger alguna en
criar su beldat se puede a la cura, al deseo, et al afán de los onbres
por bien parecer egualar? Como sea d’ellos la mayor occupación
non solamente en <vestir>20 cada ora ropas de nueva guissa, mas
en las fallar toda vez pensando estarles mejor, et les aviene asaz
255 vegadas por el contrario, vistiéndose corto o largo por el modo que
otros diferentes d’ellos se visten. ¿Et quántos son aquellos que sus
faziendas por traer ropas brocadas et de sotil oro febrería vendieron,
sinplemente creyendo poderse dar aquello que les denegó la Naturaleza? La cual se llama a engaño et todas oras d’ellos reclama por
260 diversos modos: unos de cuerpos non largos con altos patines21 en
tienpo non pluvioso la engañando; otros aviendo las piernas sotiles
en traer dobles calças et aquellas en grueso paño aforradas; algunos
otros que, por la sotileza de los cuerpos, después non onbres parecen,
cuerpos de gigantes se saben —todo el algodón et lana del mundo
265 encareciendo— artificialmente fazer; et otros que por ser vistos
delgados, con poco más de una tela se visten, et son infinitos.
“Et aqueste es el engaño de que más ofendida Naturaleza se siente:
que seyendo llenos de años, al tienpo que más devrían de gravedat
que de liviandat ya demostrar los actos, et los blancos cabellos, por
270 encobrir o por furtar los naturales derechos, de negro se fazen teñir
et almásticos dientes, más blancos que fuertes, con engañosa mano
enxerir. Nin recibe por ventura menor ofensa cuando el estrecho
cuerpo por el angosto jubón, tiradas calças, et justo calçado, a grand
pena mayormente reposando puede respirar; los tiernos cueros al
275 desnudar le llevando consigo, mas non los clavos que firmes en los
dedos quedan, non menos que si en las manos fuessen de un falcón
sacre nacidos. ¿Mas non es cosa de maravillar que por sentir un tan
20 ver] vestir F
21 sativos A
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shave their beards. Moreover, if adornment was a vice for ladies,
the virtuous Queen Esther and the widow Judith would not have
saved the Jewish people, as they did, using their artificial beauty
(Esth. 5-8; Jth. 12-13).14
“Further, what care, skill, or industry that any woman might
apply to enhancing her beauty can possibly equal the care and pains
men take in their desire to make themselves attractive? Men’s greatest concern is not just showing themselves off in new clothes all the
time, but they are also always trying to look better than everyone
else, but with the opposite effect, wearing now short, now long
garments, copying the style of other men. And, how many men,
stupidly thinking they can purchase what Nature has denied them,
have squandered their entire fortunes on brocaded garments and
clothes adorned with finely worked gold and silver? Nature feels
betrayed and is always rebuking men for all the different ways they
betray her: men who are not tall betray her by wearing high-heeled
shoes, (except during the rainy season); other thin-legged men wear
double leggings, padded with thick cloth; then there are others who
are so small that they do not even seem to be men, but they know
how to make themselves look like giants by artifice, hoarding all
the wool and cotton in the world; still others wear little more than
a single layer of cloth to look slender, yet they are obese.
“Now, here is the betrayal that most offends Nature: when men
long in years, at an age when they should behave soberly and not
be silly, use black dye to hide their white hair and craftily fill their
mouths with false teeth that are whiter than they are strong—all
to steal her rights from Nature. She is no less offended when a
fat man squeezes himself into a constricting doublet, skintight
leggings, and tight shoes, only finding some relief when he sits
down; when he undresses, his tender flesh tears away—though
leaving the corns on his toes—as if he had been at the mercy of a
saker falcon’s talons.15 Is it not cause for wonder that, all for sake
of smelling sweet—sweet as the scent of shoe polish, which smells
14 Douay Rheims.
15 A saker falcon is a large female bird of prey, used in falconry.
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suave olor —como es aquel que la grasa del calçado enbía de sí,
mayormente si por matina22 se juzga del oler— un semejable dolor
se deva contínuo sofrir? (En todo se quiere al divino olor parecer, que
de sí enbían las aguas venidas por distilación en una quinta esencia
el arreo et afeites de las donas, el cual non de las aromáticas especias
de Arabia, nin de la mayor India, mas de aquel lugar onde fue la
primera muger formada parece que venga.) ¿Qué se puede dezir salvo
que naturalmente cada uno se deleita en las más conformes cosas al
su escuro o noble principio? Aún podría más adelante el mi fablar
estender en cosas asaz más desplazibles a los sentidos, non menos
del oler que del ver et oir, mas por non ofenderte, que onbre eres
et de la calidat de los otros por ventura non diferente, ceso aquesta
odiosa materia de proseguir.
“La décima quinta razón es por ser más casta, lo cual afirma
Quintiliano en sus Declaraciones diziendo, ‘de las mugeres —non
de los onbres— es aquesta virtud.’ ¿Et cuáles fueron o son aquellos
que, perdidas por muerte sus dueñas, a fin de les mantener perfecta
lealtad en el segundo matrimonio non consintieron jamás, segund
que mugeres innumerables ovieron fecho et fazen de cada un día,
quedando biudas en su juventud? ¿O cuántos han seído los que,
falleciendo sus donas, bivos se fizieron con ellas sepultar o en las flamas biviendo, con sus desentibles cuerpos incinerar, segund que en
muerte de sus maridos por ellas se acostumbravan, lo cual infinitas,
segund fazen las indianas, oy día acostumbrarían si la fe nuestra lo
consintiese? Mas poco le contrasta al morir el non consentimiento,

22 por matina] por matina A, peor marina F, marinar N
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especially strong in the morning—a man should be in such pain all
day? (Men do always hope to smell like those divine scents distilled
from liquids to their quintessence and used in ladies’ perfumes and
cosmetics, scents that seem to come from the place where the first
woman was formed, rather than from the aromatic spices of Arabia
or greater India.) What else can I say? To each his own, according to his low or noble origins. I could easily tell you many other
disagreeable things about men and how they disgust the eyes and
the ears, as well as the nose. However, as I have no wish to offend
you, being a man, and possibly no different from the others, I will
cease to speak on this odious topic.
“The fifteenth proof is that woman is more chaste than man,
which is affirmed by Quintilian in his Declamations, where he says
‘this virtue belongs to women, and not men.’16 How many men
in history and in the present day have chosen to remain faithful
to their dead wives and never remarried, in comparison to the
innumerable young widows who did in the past and still do? And
how many men have themselves buried alive alongside their dead
wives or throw themselves into flaming pyres to be incinerated
alongside their wives’ unfeeling corpses, in the way that women
were accustomed to do upon the deaths of their husbands? Indeed,
infinite numbers of women in our day would follow this custom of
Indian wives, if only our faith permitted it. Even in the face of this
16 Quintilian is not a conventional authority for pro-feminine arguments.
This quote comes from the pseudo-Quintilian declamation “Miles
Marianus,” Catherine Schneider, Le soldat de Marius (Grandes déclamations, 3), (Cassino: Edizioni dell’ Università degli Studi di Cassino,
2004), 42. This declamation, while it does state of puditicia (chastity),
“feminarum est ista virtus” (this virtue is women’s), concerns a soldier’s
killing of another man who propositioned him, wanting the soldier
to take the “female” passive position. Here, by citing an incidental
phrase in a work about male sexual honor, constructed along lines of
strength and action rather than chastity, Rodríguez del Padrón seems
to have purposefully inserted an allusion to homosexual relations in
order to remind his readers of the accusations against Luna.
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como fallescan más donas por dolor de sus fallecientes23 maridos
que por enfermedat nin vejez prolongada.
“Las cuales manifiesta es ser las más vezes de los onbres con
viciosa entención amadas, por sotiles et engañosas vías las solicitando, mas tanta es la verdat de aquellas que son vistas con virtuosa
fuerça les resistir. Et lo que más de maravillar es, aunque a alguno
plazible les sea, nunca tanto el vergonçoso freno se veen alargar, que
por acto nin por palabra muestren quererle su entención secreta
manifestar. Et si algunas, que son en número pocas, se veen las
leyes del casto pecho alguna vez traspassar, aquesto aviene por el
engañoso amante: con falsa lengua et fengidas lágrimas enbiando
fuera gemidos sentibles et muy piadosos sospiros, se jura vezino a
la muerte con fuerça de amor, el dormir se tirando con el manjar
por algunos días, a fin que ante la constante dama con muerta faz
paresciendo contra sí, la puede mover a piedat. Onde algunas de
aquesta virtud vencidas del su <inconporable>24 honor, cosa más
que ninguna otra de tener cara, se faziendo liberales por le salvar la
vida son vistas errar, si yerro se deve dezir.
“¿Cuál academia, cuál escuela de Athenas, o cuál moral philosofía
oviera consentido jamás que pudiese la virtud ser causa del vicio, nin
el vicio causa de la virtud? ¿Qué al se puede dezir salvo que amor <de>
nuevas leyes et mantiene escuela de nueva filosofía? ¡O ligero yerro
aquel del cual es principio virtud, et perdonable culpa la que se vee
de sola humanidat proceder! Mas poco han a este respecto algunos
tristes celosos, en los cuales ningund verdadero plazer, ninguna
compassión, ninguna virtud, mas todo vicio, tristeza, et crueldat
mora, que vituperosa muerte les procurando, dizen la fe que por
ellos non se mantiene jamás, por ellas les ser quebrantada. ¡Maravillosa justicia! ¡Que biva él que obrando viciosamente rompió la fe
por vezes innumerables, et deva morir la que sola una vez la rompió
—si rota se deve dezir— de sinple virtud usando! Pues egual es la
razón, egual devría ser la justiçia. Que sea egual la razón, el Apóstol

prohibition, more wives die from mourning their dead husbands
than from sickness or very old age.
“It is easy to see how ladies—so often pursued by men with
wicked intentions, their cunning, and deceitful tricks—steadfastly
resist seducers with virtuous strength. More wondrous still, even if
a man is pleasing to them, one never sees women loosen the reins of
shame; no, they never reveal their secret desires in words or deeds.
Now, when some women—and these are few in number—happen
to transgress the laws of a chaste heart, they only do so because a
deceitful lover lies and cries fake tears, lets out heartrending moans
and piteous sighs, swears that the force of love has brought him to
death’s door, and that he has been unable to sleep or eat for days,
in the hopes that if he appears before the constant lady in the guise
of a dying lover, he can persuade her to show mercy. Indeed, this is
how some virtuous ladies surrender their incomparable honor—the
one thing ladies should value above all others—they soften and give
in, for the sake of saving a lover’s life, and in so doing, they sin, if
it can really be called a sin.
“What academy, what school of Athens, what moral philosophy
ever taught that virtue causes vice, while vice causes virtue? What
can be said, except that Love makes new laws and has a new school
of thought? Oh, only the most insignificant sin could ever stem
from virtue, and any wrongdoing born of simple human kindness must be forgivable! Yet there is little human kindness to be
found in those sorry, jealous men—completely lacking in true joy,
compassion, and virtue, and filled, rather, with vice, sadness, and
cruelty—who condemn women to ignominious deaths by accusing
them of transgressing the very rules of fidelity that men themselves
have never obeyed. What kind of justice is this? Long live the man
who was wickedly unfaithful on innumerable occasions, and death
to the woman for just once breaking the rule—if it can really be
called breaking —by acting purely out of virtue? If the verdict is
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335 lo afirma diziendo, ‘El varón non tiene poderío sobre el su propio
cuerpo, mas la muger, nin la muger sobre el suyo, mas el varón.’
“Nin es esta sola la primera ley enemiga de las donas et de toda
moral <et>25 natural razón contra ellas fundada sobre tiranía. Que
aun otras afirman que la nobleza, que es favorable, deva seguir
340 la condición del padre, et si la servidumbre. porque es odiosa, la
condición de la madre.
“Devrían considerar que el divino juez, cuyas obras, segund dize
Gregorio en la Omelía, son a nos mandamientos, non quiso a la
muger conprehendida en adulterio comdempnar. Segund man345 damiento del cual, non segund la cruel ley de los infieles enperadores, se deve juzgar. Mas por el contrario se faze en odio de las
mugeres por los tiranos governadores, segund la dañada ley de los
gentiles, non de los cristianos al cristiano juzgando. ¡O bien guardada et perfectamente de los tuyos mantenida religión cristiana!
350 La poca reverencia al saludable misterio de la fe cristiana et los dos
vicios del rey Mida et de Sardanápalo universales en el mundo son;
al mundo la causa de la pestilencia, fanbre et guerra universales son.
“La décima sesta razón es por ser más misericordiosa. De la cual
el fijo de Sirac dize, ‘Onde non ay muger, comiença fuertemente
355 gemir el enfermo et donde non ay seto la posessión se destruye.’
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the same, so should be the punishment. This is affirmed by the
Apostle, who says, ‘Man does not have power over his own body,
his wife does. Nor does woman, her husband does’ (1 Cor. 7.3-4).
“Nor is this the only law applied to women that goes against all
moral and natural reasoning and is founded upon tyranny. Indeed,
other laws state that nobility, which is favorable, should be inherited from the status of the father, and servitude, which is an odious
condition, from the mother.
The laws should take into account that the Divine Judge, whose
works, as Gregory says in his Homilies, are commandments to us,
refused to condemn the woman taken in adultery.17 We should
judge women according to the commandments and not according
to the cruel laws of infidel emperors. Yet, on the contrary, due to
tyrants’ hatred of women, they are judged by the damnable laws
of pagans and not by those of Christians judging Christians. Oh,
Christian Religion, see how well you are preserved and perfectly
followed by your own! The salvific mystery of the Christian faith
is held in little reverence, and the two vices of Midas and Sardanapalus have spread through the world, causing worldwide plagues,
famine, and war.18
“The sixteenth proof is that woman is more merciful than man.
That is why Sirach says ‘where there is no wife, an ailing man
utters loud complaints, and where there is no scepter, possession
is destroyed’ (Ecclus. 36:27).19
17 A reference to St. Gregory the Great’s Homilies on the Gospels (ca. 593).
The biblical reference is to John 8.4-11.
18 King Midas’s vice is greed. According to Greek mythology, when
granted a wish by Dionysius, Midas asked that all he touch be turned
to gold; in his greed, he did not realize the full consequences of the
wish. Sardanapalus was a legendary Assyrian king, known for his
transvestism and for engaging in traditionally feminine activities,
such as spinning and weaving. Rodríguez del Padrón is perhaps driving home his critique of men who “betray Nature,” with this second
negatively exemplary figure.
19 Rodríguez cites the entire line, when only the first part serves as an
authority for women’s greater mercy. The second part, however contributes to the critique of Juan II that runs through the work.
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“La décima séptima razón es por cuanto, segund dize el Filósofo,
vençe al onbre en amar.
“La décima octava razón es por ser más piadosa, lo cual se escrive
por el Filósofo en el ya nonbrado Libro de los animales, diziendo
que todas las criaturas sentibles de feminina naturaleza son más
piadosas, salvo la osa y león parda. E aquesta es la virtud que faze a
la muger más vezes que el enemigo vicio de la castidat errar. La cual,
piadosament de la plaga eternable curando de la dorada flecha al su
amador, recibe desigual gualardón de su merecimiento: por cuanto
avidos aquellos bienes que por el varón se pueden en la muger desear,
un instante le parece un año de lo poder, non solamente al amigo
mas a cualquier otro manifestar, poco después se curando que por
su non callar la vida fenezca de quien la suya le fizo salva. Unos, por
ventura los dones de la discreción non ovieron perfectos, por darse
gloria claramente lo manifestando. Otros, que de una sinpleza presos
creyendo de ninguno otro salvo de sí mesmos poderse entender,26
a todos con bordaduras de non muy sotiles nin escuras invenciones
convidan a lo saber. Nin fallecen otros, que aviendo más gracia de
Minerva recebido, se visten de tales colores que la verdat se puede
por ellos bien conprehender, ningund plazer nin gloria les pareciendo sentir, si los recibidos bienes deviesen callar.

“E <si>27 por el contrario aviene que non se mueva contra ellos
a piadat, a la ora, convertiendo la usada virtut en vicios, el honor
de todas por diversos modos non cesan ofender. Unos por palabra,
380 aquellos que más tienen las lenguas para maldezir espedidas. Otros
que más en la fuerça de sus juizios confían, poetando en verso. E
algunos otros, que más excelentes de ingenio se creen, estendiendo la
prosa, segund fizo el non menos lleno de vicios que de años Bocacio,
que a todas las donas, porque una de virtud usando non quiso fazer
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“The seventeenth proof is that, as the Philosopher says, woman
is superior to man in love.20
“The eighteenth proof is that woman is more compassionate
than man, which is written by the Philosopher in the abovementioned History of Animals, saying that all rational creatures of the
feminine sex are more compassionate than the male, with the
exception of bears and leopards.21 Now, this is the virtue that
makes woman sin against chastity more readily than any diabolic
vice can. When a woman compassionately cures her lover of the
deep wound made by Love’s golden arrow, she receives a reward
ill-suited to her merit. For, once a man has enjoyed those favors
that men desire from women, he cannot wait to tell, not just his
friends, but everyone else, all about it, without the slightest thought
that his telling will bring about the death of the woman who
saved his life: some men, who happen to be lacking in the gift of
discretion, brag about their conquests to bolster their reputations;
others announce the news to all and sundry by wearing garments
embroidered with none too subtle mottoes, stupidly thinking that
no one else will decipher their true meaning; there is no dearth of
other men, endowed with more of Minerva’s gifts, who wear the
colors of their lady, making the truth easy to see, but seemingly
without taking any pleasure in the telling, as if they hoped to keep
the lady’s favors secret.
“On the other hand, when a woman is not moved to feel pity for
‘dying’ lovers, and does not immediately turn her virtues into vices,
the spurned lovers lose no time endlessly impugning the honor of
all women in all sorts of different ways: some, those whose tongues
are well-primed to deliver slander, do it with words; others, who
have more confidence in their wits, play the poet and write verses;
still others, presumptuously trusting in their superior intelligence,
write in prose, like that old writer Boccaccio, whose vices outnumber even his years. Just because one virtuous lady refused to give in
to his shameful advances, he slandered all women by composing
20 Aristotle, History of Animals 8 (9), 608b.
21 Ibid.
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385 su desonesto querer, componiendo malicias non pensadas jamás,
fingiendo con viciosa passión ofendió.
“La décima nona razón es por ser más fuerte, non por corporal
fortaleza, como non sea virtud, mas por fortaleza del ánimo, que
es virtud cardinal segund el Número da testimonio en la Divina
390 Escriptura, el justo Zorobabel. ¿Et cuál mayor fortaleza que recibir
voluntariosa muerte, segund recibieron et reciben de cada día donas
infinitas por non perder el honor nin ofender la casta virtud? ¿Et
qué acto más fuerte que resistir, segund resisten con pura virtud a la
influencia de los cuerpos celestiales, a las falsas lágrimas, et a la fuerça
395 del piadoso estilo del sotil et bien conpuesto fablar del engañoso
amante? ¿Et qué más fortaleza que poder con un solo plazible senblante al más fuerte privar de todas sus fuerças et enajenarlo de su
libertad, ninguna cosa possible28 le mandando que asaz más que la
vida caro non les sea de la poder conplir?
400

“Et la vicéssima razón es por ser más prudente, por cuanto segund
dize el Filósofo en los Retóricos, todo cuerpo más liso, más sentible
et más delicado es más sotil et más enseñable, et por consiguiente
mejor dispuesto por a regir et saber governar. Por cuanto lo que
falleció en las corporales fuerças, Naturaleza en las del ánima, que
405 son más exelentes, acrecentó, lo cual pareciendo confirmar en la
Inconómica, dize que los onbres deven las cosas ganar, et las mugeres
salvar por guardar, el acto de la prudencia, que es el guardar otorgando a la muger, et al onbre el acto del ganar, que es de fortuna.
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slurs never before invented, making it all up, fueled by his wicked
passion.
“The nineteenth proof is that woman is stronger than man,
that is to say, not physically stronger, which would not be a virtue, but stronger in spirit, which is a cardinal virtue, according to
the just Zerubbabel’s witness in the divine scripture Numbers.22
Truly, what could take greater strength than choosing death over
losing honor and besmirching chaste virtue, as infinite women in
history have done and continue to do every day? What could be a
greater feat of strength than resisting the pull of celestial bodies,
or the false tears and persuasions of a deceitful lover’s subtle and
eloquent words, delivered in a piteous style, the way that women
do, relying on the strength of virtue alone? What strength can rival
women’s power to deprive even the strongest men of their strength
and to dispossess them of their liberty? With nothing more than
their pleasing appearance, women can convince men to obey any
command and hold their wishes more dear than a man’s very life.
“The twentieth proof is that woman is more prudent than man.
According to what the Philosopher says in his Rhetoric, bodies that
are softer, more sensitive and more delicate are more intelligent and
more teachable, and therefore better disposed to rule and govern
well.23 Nature made up for the failings of women’s physical strength
by increasing the strength of their spirits, which are superior to
men’s. The Philosopher confirms this in his Oeconomica when he
says that men should earn goods, and women save and protect them,
granting the act of prudence, which is protecting, to the wife, and

22 This is in fact a reference to the apocryphal Esdras, books three and
four, considered by Blamires “the single most cogent source and
paradigm for the medieval case for women.” The Case for Women,
50. In the story, Zerubbabel competes to provide the best answer to
the question, “what thing is the strongest?” He replies, “women are
strongest: but above all things Truth beareth away the victory.”
23 “For the character of the females is softer and quicker to be tamed, and
more receptive of handling, and readier to learn.” Aristotle, History of
Animals 8.
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¿Et cuáles Siete Sabios, o cuáles epicuros, cuáles pitagóricos, cuáles
410 platónicos, cuáles peripatéticos, o cuál otra secta de antiguos filósofos a la ciencia de las fijas de Piéride, a las donzellas de Lesbo, o a
las ninfas del monte Castalio que a las musas de Parnaso vencieron
en sabiduría, dignament se pudo comparar? ¿Quién falló las ciencias
sinon Minerva? ¿Et quién la lengua latina salvo Nicostrata? Onde
415 claro parece en las donas esforçarse más la prudencia. E si algunas
carecen de las ciencias, esto es por enbidia que los onbres ovieron de
su grand sotileza, por el su presto consejo et responder en proviso,
non solamente el estudio de las liberales artes, mas de todas las
ciencias les defendiendo.
420

“La vicéssima prima razón es por ser más justa, de lo cual sean
testigos la esperiencia et la mesma justicia. Como de cada un día
veamos de los onbres, unos por homicidas, por robadores, otros por
falsarios, por ladrones et por traidores, a muerte de fierro, de aire,
de agua et de fuego ser condenados, de sus desanimados cuerpos los
425 públicos lugares poblados se manifestando, et uno solo de muger
entre ellos non se pareciendo. Et si por ventura alguno se parece,
non por robo, nin por traición, nin por homicidio, mas por falsedat, que a fin de le causar la muerte et tomar otra que más le plega
en matrimonio, por el marido le fue levantada. Et si non, por aver
430 dado yervas amigables a su desleal marido a fin que sea d’él amada
en aquel mesmo grado que d’ella es amado. ¡O piadosa culpa! ¿Et
por qué mereces de tanta crueldat pena?
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the act of earning, which is fortune, to the husband.24 What Seven
Sages, which Epicureans, Pythagoreans, Platonists, Peripatetics, or
any other school of ancient philosophers can possibly compare to
the knowledge of the daughters of Perion, the maidens of Lesbos,
or the nymphs of the Castalian wood, who surpassed the muses of
Parnassus in wisdom?25 Who, if not Minerva, invented learning?
Who, if not Nicostrata, invented the Latin language?26 Clearly,
prudence is stronger in women. And if some women lack learning,
this is because men have barred them from study, and not only
of the liberal arts, but from of all the branches of learning, due to
their envy of women’s great understanding, quick thinking, and
ability to speak well extemporaneously.
“The twenty-first proof is that woman is more just than man,
as experience and justice itself attest. Every day we see men who are
murderers, robbers, counterfeiters, thieves, and traitors condemned
to die by the iron, air, water, and fire, their lifeless bodies displayed
in public places, with not a single female corpse among them. If, by
chance, a woman appears before the court, it is not for robbery, nor
for treason, nor for homicide, but rather for false witness, accused
by a husband, who desires to provoke his wife’s death and take
another woman, more pleasing to him, in matrimony. And if not
that, because she is accused of giving love potions to her unfaithful
husband, so he will love her as much as she loves him. Oh, tender
crime! Why are you punished for your suffering?
24 Book three of Aristotle’s Oeconomica describes the qualities of a good
wife. This proof implies that María is more suited “to rule and govern
well,” than her husband, who should perhaps dedicate himself to the
reconquista, while she attends to affairs of state.
25 The daughters of Perion, King of Macedonia, competed with the
Muses. The “maidens of Lesbos” refers to the poet Sappho’s disciples.
The Castalian woods are so named for the nymph Castalia, changed
into a spring consecrated to the Muses; Parnassus, the mythological
home of the Muses.
26 Nicostrata, the legendary learned foundress of Rome is said to have
created the Latin alphabet and grammar so that she could “transmit
her wisdom and learning to future generations.” Christine de Pizan,
The Book of the City of Ladies, trans. Rosalind Brown-Grant (London:
Penguin, 1999), 65.
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“La vicéssima segunda razón es por ser más temprada, así cerca de
prender el manjar como del fablar, et de las otras calidades humanas.
Et cuando bien considerares, muy pocos o ningunos de los onbres
fallarás que por sola virtud del vino se priven, segund que dueñas et
donzellas innumerables fizieron en los tienpos pasados, et fazen oy
día infinitas de nuestra hedad, et que por vía semejable las hordenadas vigilias perfectamente ayunen. ¿A cual muger oirás palabras
torpes nin desonestas y renegar nin blasfemar, como a los onbres
oirás el nombre del su Fazedor? Ante, la su virtud es tanta que non
solamente les defiende el proferir las tales palabras, mas en presencia
suya a ningund onbre consentir dezirlas.
“La vicéssima tercia razón es porque los mayores delitos que han
seído en el mundo fueron por onbres et non por mugeres cometidos:
el primero padre fue aquel que, por traspasar el divino mandamiento,
a perpetua et tenporal muerte nos obligando, como diga el Apóstol,
‘todos pecaron en Adán, las puertas del paraíso nos cerró;’ el primero
fijo fue él que primeramente abriendo las puertas infernales, con ley
de non retornar jamás, entró; el segund onbre fue él primero avaro;
el mayor hermano de Abel fue el primer enbidioso; el su matador
fue el primer homicida; el segundo muerto fue el primer robador;
el primer fundador de cibdat fue el primer tirano; el primer ferido
de frecha fue aquel que primeramente de la divina misericordia
desesperó; el primer adúltero fue aquel que lo firió.
“Et los onbres en comienço del mundo fueron de los vicios inventores, et las mugeres el filar, el texer, et las otras innocentes artes al
sostenimiento natural convenibles, fallaron. Por onbres fue en la
primera hedad cometido aquel sobre todos odioso vicio et la pena
et purgación del cual, segund divina justicia, al diluvio universal

“The twenty-second proof is that woman is more temperate,
in controlling her eating and speaking, as well as in other human
activities, than man. For example, no men, or only a very few,
abstain from drinking wine for the sake of virtue, while innumerable ladies and maidens did in the past, and an infinite number of
women still do today, just as women today keep the ordained vigils
and fast days perfectly. Have you ever heard a woman utter wicked
or shameful words, swear, blaspheme, and profane the name of the
Creator like a man? Certainly not, for women are so virtuous that
not only do they never use such words, they allow no man to say
them in their presence.
“The twenty-third proof is that the greatest crimes in history
were committed by men and not by women. Our first father was
the man who condemned us to perpetual and earthly death by
disobeying the divine commandment—as the Apostle says, ‘All
sinned in Adam,’—he closed the gates of paradise to us. The first
son first opened the gates of Hell and entered, destined never to
return. The second man was the first person to be avaricious. Abel’s
older brother was the first person to be envious, and his killer was
the first murderer. The second dead man was the first thief. The
first founder of a city was the first tyrant. The first man wounded
with an arrow was also the first to despair of divine mercy, and the
first adulterer was the man who wounded him (Gen. 4:5-24).27
“So too, from the beginnings of time, men were the inventors
of vice, while women invented spinning, weaving, and all the other
blameless arts that we depend upon for our sustenance. The most
odious sin of all was committed by men in the first age, and divine
justice decreed that the punishment and purgation for it was the
worldwide Flood (Gen. 6). After the Flood, in the second age, the
27 Cain envied and murdered his brother Abel, was cursed and exiled by
God, and founded Nod. According to legend, and medieval exegesis,
Cain was killed when Lamech, out hunting, mistook him for a wild
beast. According to medieval exegetes, Lamech was also the first
adulterer, because unlike the other, later biblical patriarchs, he did
not have God’s permission to marry more than one woman. Brian
Murdoch, The Medieval Popular Bible: Expansions of Genesis in the
Middle Ages (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2003), 72-76.
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requirió, después del cual, el primero que en la segunda hedad
preso del vino más del convenible <perdió el sentimiento>,29 las
partes vergonçosas manifestando, onbre non muger fue. Fue varón
aquel que, non devidamente d’él escarneciendo, sin lo cobrir a sus
465 hermanos lo enseñó, mas fue muger la fundadora de Babilonia, que
las partes secretas primeramente cobrir demostró. Zoroastes, que
nació riendo, fue el primer nigromántico, que a los negros espíritus
sacrificando, su dañada ciencia enseñó primeramente; e Opis al rudo
pueblo bestialmente viviendo el primer grano sembrar demostró.
470

“Nenrot fue el primero que por fuerça fizo adorar el fuego, et lo
adoró, et que en la segunda hedad de teranía primeramente usó; e la
donzella del lago Tretonio las defensivas armas et horden de batalla
contra los tiranos primeramente falló. Nino, fijo de Belo, falló el
primer ídolo, donde ovieron principio cuantos en grand ofensa del
475 Causador fueron después adorados; et la fermosa Rachel, por que
su padre Labán non los adorase, secretamente aquellos le
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first person to drink too much wine, get drunk, and lose consciousness, putting his shameful parts on display, was a man and not a
woman. It was a man who wrongly shamed his drunken father, by
leaving him uncovered and trying to expose him to his brothers
(Gen. 9.21-25).28 Yet a woman was the founder of Babylon, and
was also the first person to show her subjects how to cover women’s
private parts.29 Zoroaster, who was born laughing, was the first
necromancer to sacrifice to dark spirits; he was the first to spread
this damnable art.30 But Opis taught the crude early people who
lived like beasts how to plant the first seeds.31
“Nimrod was the first man to force his subjects to worship fire,
as he worshiped it, and he was the first tyrant of the second age.32
Yet the maiden of the Tritonian lake was the first to make weapons
and battle plans against tyrants.33 Ninus, the son of Belus, made
the first idol, and after him many idols were worshiped, in great
offense to the Prime Mover.34 Yet the lovely Rachel secreted away
her father Laban’s idols, so that he could not worship them (Gen.
28 Having survived the Flood, Noah plants a vineyard and gets drunk.
His youngest son, Chanaan, leaves him uncovered and tries to show
his brothers their father’s nakedness, but they avert their gaze and
cover him.
29 Semiramis, the Queen of Babylon. When Rodríguez del Padrón
praises her for covering women’s private parts, he refers to an anecdote related by Boccaccio: “Semiramis was afraid that the women of
her household would steal her son from her bed, and in this way she
became the original inventor of the chastity belt.” Famous Women,
trans. Virginia Brown, I Tatti Renaissance Library; 1 (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 2003), 11.
30 Zoroaster, founder of Zoroastrianism. The reference to “dañada sciencia” or damnable art, may be an allusion to Álvaro de Luna’s rumored
use of black magic.
31 The goddess of fertility and the daughter of Uranus, also called Ceres.
32 Nimrod, Gen. 10:8-12, the founder of Babylon and the instigator of
the building of the Tower of Babel.
33 Minerva, or Athena, ancient goddess of wisdom and war, is a particularly resonant figure in The Triumph of Ladies, because Rodríguez
del Padrón directly connects her to Queen María in his conclusion.
34 Husband of Semiramis, founder of the city of Nineveh (Gen. 10:11).
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escondió. Los onbres adoravan et fazían tenplos al vicioso Príapo,
porque en el instrumento et acto generativo fue más poderoso; et
las donas a Vesta, ydea de las vírgenes, et a la casta Diana sacrifica480 van et sus tenplos fazían. Los fijos de Israel con enbidia et desamor
vendieron su hermano Joseph; et sus hermanas con amor forçoso el
su perdimiento agriamente plañían. El rey Faraón mandava afogar30
los nacientes fijos de los hebreos, et su fija Teremuerte los salvava.
“El rey Príamo et los varones troyanos demandavan la guerra et
485 querían encender el fuego en que Troya fue vista después arder, et
la sabia Casandra cridava amonestando la paz; et los troyanos con
sobervia et los griegos con avaricia la guerra principiaron. La gloriosa
reina de Tremedoncia, con sola virtud, la cual oyendo las cavallerías
famosas de Héctor, por los griegos cercado, votó venirle en socorro,
490 et por obras cavallerosas aquestar31 el amor del mejor cavallero que
en el mundo vivía, amándolo por sus virtudes sin aver lo visto jamás.
Al cual fallando en su venida aver sus días conplido —después de
fecho el sentible llanto— votó sobre el sepulcro vengar la muerte o
morir en la demanda, la cual vengando con victoriosa mano, fecha su
495 sepultura de Mirmidones, virgen feneció. ¡O fama de muger fasta el
cielo enpíreo digna de ser ensalçada! ¡O enpresa sobre todas loable!
¿Cuál Héctor o cuál Achilles, cuál Troylo o Diomedes, Polidamas,
et cavallero otro alguno prendió fecho de gloria semejable?
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31:14-21). Men worshipped and built temples in honor of the
wicked god Priapus, because he was the most powerful instrument
in the act of procreation.35 Yet women worshipped Vesta, the paragon of virginity, and sacrificed to the chaste Diana, and built her
temples.36 The sons of Israel sold their brother Joseph because
they envied and hated him. Yet his sisters bitterly mourned his
loss because they loved him so much (Gen. 37:28). King Pharaoh
ordered that all of the newborn sons of the Hebrews be drowned,
and his daughter Teremutis saved them (Exod. 2:5-10).
“King Priam and the Trojan men declared war and decided
to light the fire in which Troy was later seen to burn, while wise
Cassandra cried out advising peace, and the arrogant Trojans and
avaricious Greeks began the war. The glorious Queen of Thermodon, with singular virtue, upon hearing of Hector’s famous deeds
of arms during the Greek siege, vowed to come to his aid and, with
her feats of arms, win the love of the most superior knight alive
in the world—she fell in love with him without having ever seen
him, on account of his deeds. When she arrived to find that he had
already died, after deeply mourning at his sepulcher, she vowed to
avenge his death or die trying, and then, fighting valiantly, died a
virgin at Myrmidon hands.37 Oh, what a famous woman, worthy
of being praised to the skies! Oh, what a feat admirable above all
others! What Hector, what Achilles, what Troilus, or Diomedes,
Polydamas or any other knight performed a deed of comparable
35 Priapus, the god of fertility, was generally depicted as a male figure
with an outsized penis.
36 Vesta was the Roman goddess of fire, whose priestesses took vows of
chastity. Diana, originally an Italian goddess of the woods and moon,
became identified with the Greek goddess of the hunt, Artemis.
37 This passage gives a short retelling of the Homeric story of Penthasilea, Queen of the Amazons, referred to as the Queen of Thermedon,
who fell in love with Hector and was slain in battle by Achilles, the
Myrmidon. Rodríguez del Padrón seems to have had a particular taste
for this tale and composed a verse Planto que fizo la Pantasilea (The
Planctus of Penthasilea), retelling her involvement in the Trojan war
from her perspective, in Obras completas, ed. César Hernández Alonso,
342-47.
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Verdaderamente ninguno jamás. A esta sola sobre todos los cavalleros de la troyana conquista es devida la gloria.
“Los príncipes <incirconcisos>32 tovieron por largos tienpos en
captividad al judaico pueblo; Dévora luego, que fue por voluntad
divina recebida al regimiento, con sabiduría et virtuosa fuerça, lo
redimió. Por donde manifiesto se prueva que las donas deven regir
et batallar cuando conviene segund que los onbres, los cuales por
tiranía el regimiento tienen occupado. Et que bien demuestra el
vicioso mundo por ellas non ser governado. Las cinco cibdades de
Pentápolin por el peccado más odioso por onbres acometido miraculosamente fueron sovertidas en el Muerto Mar, se convertiendo
que ninguna cosa biviente cría; et las griegas hermanas en un pozo
profundo, que era en el palacio onde el mandamiento desconvenible
les fuera fecho, voluntariosamente se anegaron por salvar el honor
et no ofender la honesta et constante virtud. El padre de Penélope
solicitava su fija que prendiese, sin más esperar a Ulixes, segundo
marido. Aquella le demandava término cuanto feneser podiese la
conmençada tela. Et cuanto de día obrava, tanto en la noche, por
alongar el término, desconponía en guisa que por diez años que
duró la troyana conquista, et diez que tardó en venir, por las mares
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glory? Truly not one ever. The glory goes to her alone above all the
knights of the Trojan conquest.
“The uncircumcised princes held the Israelites captive for a
long time. God willed that Deborah came to rule: wisely, and with
virtuous strength, she freed them (Jud. 40). Therefore, it is clearly
proven that women must rule and fight in battle when necessary,
just like men, who rule by tyranny. It is easy to see that this wicked
world is not ruled by women. The five cities of Pentapolis were
miraculously turned into the Dead Sea, where no living creatures
survive, as punishment for the most hateful sin men can commit.
Yet the Greek sisters, now in their deep well in the palace where
they received the unprecedented command, willingly destroyed
themselves to preserve their honor and leave their pure, constant
virtue unsullied.38 Penelope’s father wanted her to take a second
husband and wait no longer for Ulysses, but she asked her father to
wait until she had finished the cloth she had begun to weave. And,
just as she labored weaving in the daytime, at night she undid her
work in order to lengthen the time her father waited, and so, for
the ten years that the Trojan War lasted, and the ten years that it

38 With this oblique allusion, Rodríguez del Padrón turns a conventional
pro-feminine example on its head. The Greek sisters in the well are
the Danaïdes, the fifty daughters of King Danaus, king of the Argives.
His brother, king Aegisthus had fifty sons. The two kings agreed
that their sons and daughters would marry, but Danaus, hoping to
forestall a prophecy that he would die at the hands of one of his own
nephews, ordered his daughters to kill their husbands on the wedding
night. All but one daughter, Hypermnestra, carried out Danaus’s
command. The guilty sisters were punished in Hades by being forced
to try to fill a vessel full of holes with water, and consequently, some
sources attribute the invention of wells to them. Hypermnestra is not
Rodríguez’s object of admiration. Rather, he praises the sisters, who
put filial piety above wifely devotion, though their motive, according
to Cardiana, was to preserve their virginity. Nevertheless, this tale
of mariticide turned into chaste martyrdom, with its omission of the
counter example of Hypermnestra, would be highly equivocal in any
pro-feminine text. In the specific context of the wars between Juan
II and the factions backing María’s brothers, this veiled praise of
mariticide is quite provocative.
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errando el camino, contra voluntad del padre, casta sienpre biviendo
lo esperó.
“María, hermana de Moysén et de Aarón, el cántico divino
—que pasando la Mar Roxa ovo conpuesto— cantó con las otras
donas en devidos loores del su Fazedor; et aquellos, las barbas
de los cuales aliviada la sed devinieron roxas, una bestial figura
de metal adorando desconocieron al su Criador. La muger de
Joseph et la madre del fuerte Sansón fueron alunbradas del celestial resplandor con el ángel razonando; et Core con sus partesanos
de fuego celestial por sus deméritos fueron todos quemados. La
madre de Samuel, muerta biviendo sin generación, mereció recíbir
nacimiento del sancto fijo; et Datán et Abirón por sus culpas
sorvió la tierra bivientes fueron biviendo en el infierno sepultos.
El rey Saúl tratava la muerte a David, et su muger Nichol lo
desenartava. Aminadab, por su avaricia et poco saber, incurrió la
peligrosa indignación de David; Abigail, su muger, con prudencia
et liberalidat amansó la ira et revocó la sentencia. El rey Manasses
mató los sanctos profetas por bevir en los vicios de que por ellos
era reprehendido; et la biuda de Sareda quiso recbir la muerte de
penosa fanbre por la vida salvar del propheta.

Todos los reyes, salvo uno solo, que Judea governaron et Israel, en
540 el govierno solo ofendieron a su mayor rey; et non más de una sola
reina la su majestad governando ofendió. El rey Asuero condempnó a
muerte el isrrahelítico pueblo que era en su señorío; et la reyna Ester
ofreciéndose al mortal peligro lo delibró. El príncipe de Babilonia

took Ulysses, wandering the seas, to find his way home, she waited
for him living chastely, against her father’s will.39
“Mary, the sister of Moses and Aaron, composed hymns and
sang in praise of their Maker with the other women, as was proper,
when they crossed the Red Sea. But the men, whose beards had
turned red after they slaked their thirst, did not acknowledge their
Creator and worshipped the metal figure of a beast (Exod. 32-33).
Joseph’s wife and the mother of Samson the strong were enlightened by celestial splendor when they talked with the angel. But
Core and all his followers were burned by celestial fire for their
wickedness (Num. 16:49). Samuel’s mother was dying of despair
because she had no children, and she was worthy of receiving the
birth of her holy son. And Dathan and Abiron were swallowed alive
by the earth and buried in Hell for their sins (Num. 16:31). King
Saul planned to have David killed, and David’s wife Michal revealed
the danger to him (1 Kings [1 Sam.] 19:11-14). Aminadab, in his
greed and ignorance, incurred the dangerous wrath of David, but
Abigail, his wife, prudently and generously calmed David’s anger
and prevented the attack (1 Kings [1 Sam] 25:3-35). King Manasses
killed the holy prophets so that he could continue in the wicked
ways for which they reproached him (3 Kings [2 Kings] 21, but
the widow of Sareptha preferred to die of painful hunger in order
to save the life of the prophet (3 Kings [1 Kings] 17:6-16).
“All of the kings who ruled Judea and governed Israel, save one
alone, offended their greater King, but only a single queen offended
His Majesty in her reign.40 King Ahasuerus condemned the Israelites in his kingdom to death, and Queen Esther, exposing herself
to mortal danger, saved them (Esth. 5-8). The prince of Babylon
39 Penelope, famed for her wifely chastity and constancy, waited for
Ulysses to return home from the Trojan War for twenty years.
40 King David, king of Judea and Israel. Athaliah was the only queen to
rule Judea, but she did so only after killing off all of her male rivals.
Christine de Pizan calls her one of “the worst women to be found in
any text,” along with her mother Jezebel. The Book of the City of Ladies,
155. Pere Torrellas includes her (ironically?) amongst his catalogue
of wise women in his Defense of Ladies against Slanderers, 71.
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descindió de la plaga setetrional en robo et destructión de la sancta
545 cibdat; et la reyna Nicaula fue vista de la plaga austral en visitación
del tenplo33 venir, al cual, después de ofertas cosas inestimables, la
raíz del bálsamo que solamente en Egipto es oy visto prender ofreció.
Al poderoso Oloferne blasfemador del divino nonbre et destruidor
de todos los que mantenían la musaica ley, el cercado pueblo se
550 quería dar, la sabia Judich sola non consintiendo, en sus mesmas
tiendas animosamente lo descabesçó. Los infieles tiranos trabajavan
con fieros tormentos fazer quebrantar la ley a los Macabeos; et la
constante madre, non vencida de piedat nin de la crueza d’ellos,
con voz consolable a ser en la fe et muerte constantes los esforçava.
555

“Onde visto los yerros et vicios innumerables por los onbres
acometidos et consideradas las virtudes et los méritos de las
mugeres, non de varón, mas de muger, aquel que por nuestra
salud quiso padecer tomó la humanidat. Et aquesta sea la vicéssima
cuarta razón que prueva con las otras cosas asaz manifiestamente
560 la excelencia.
“La vicéssima quinta razón es, por cuanto segund razón natural
todo fijo es menor de sus progenitores, et así es qu’el Formador nuestro quiso de muger, et non de onbre, ser fijo. Por consiguiente de
la muger, et non del onbre, cuanto a la humanitat quiso ser menor.
565 “Et la vicéssima sexta razón es por non aver nuestro Redenptor
figura de muger, mas de onbre tomado. Que si figura de muger
tomara, pareciera venir la culpa de la muger redemir et aquella
a perpetua pena nos aver obligado, mas por el contrario, figura
prendiendo de onbre segund que ovo preso, demostró aver nos el
570 onbre por su culpa et non la muger condenpnado. Et como sea que
Él viniese a redemir el pecado de la sobervia, por su contrario, es a
saber humildat, convenía, así mesmo que la más humilde et más baxa
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descended from the North, to rob and destroy the Holy City (4
Kings 25:25),41 and Queen Nicaula was seen coming from the south
to visit the temple, where after offering up many precious things,
she offered the balsam root that can only be found today in Egypt
(3 Kings 10:1-13).42 When they wanted to surrender to powerful
Holofernes—blasphemer of the holy name and destroyer of those
who followed the Mosaic law—who had the city surrounded, wise
Judith alone did not allow it, and in his very own tent, bravely
decapitated him (Jth. 12-13). The infidel tyrants tried, using harsh
tortures, to force the Maccabees to go against their faith, but their
constant mother was not swayed by her love for them, nor by the
cruelty of the torturers, and cheered her sons, exhorting them to
be true to their faith in death (2 Macc. 7).43
“Therefore, seeing the innumerable sins and vices committed
by men, and considering the virtues and merits of women, it
stands to reason that He who wanted to suffer for our salvation
became human not through a man, but through a woman. And
that concludes the twenty-fourth proof, which, along with the
others proves beyond a doubt the superiority of women.
“The twenty-fifth proof is that it is natural for all children to be
inferior to their progenitors. And this is why our Former wanted
to be the son of woman, and not man: He wanted to be lesser
than woman, and not lesser than man, in relation to humanity.
“The twenty-sixth proof is that our Redeemer did not take
the body of a woman, but rather became a man. If he had taken
the shape of a woman, it would have seemed that he had come to
redeem woman’s guilt, and that she had condemned us to perpetual
suffering, when in contrast, he took the shape of a man, therefore
demonstrating that we were condemned by man’s, and not woman’s,
sin. And, since he came to redeem the sin of pride, it was fitting
that he did so through its opposite, that is, humility, and so he
41 A reference to Nabuchodonsor, 4 Kings 25:25.
42 Nicaula is the Queen of Sheba. 3 Kings 10:1-13.
43 An unnamed mother and her seven sons refuse to eat pork as a sign
of submission to the Romans, who then torture and kill each son in
front of the mother, who tells them not to fear death.
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figura, et non la más exelente, prendiesse. Et por consiguiente en
deshonor de los onbres et en loor de las mugeres, faze que nuestro
Señor aya figura de onbre et non de muger tomado, como la mesma
figura sea acusación de la culpa et testimonio de la exelencia.
“Et de aquesta depende una de las razones por que el sacerdocio
es al onbre et non a la muger encomendado. Es a saber, por qu’el
Salvador nuestro eterno sacerdote, segund la orden de Melchisedech, non de Aarón, en la humanidat representó al primero onbre,
segund nuestra Señora representó a la primera muger, et así es que
todo sacerdote representa en el sacrificio al nuestro Salvador. Por
consiguiente todo sacerdote de neccessario conviene que sea onbre.
Que el nuestro Redemptor al primero onbre representase, el misterio lo demuestra de su Encarnación por cuanto, segund que Adán
fuera del paraíso ovo seído criado, bien así nuestro Señor fuera de
Jherusalém, en Bethlem fue nacido. Et <a>si34 como Eva fue dentro
del paraíso formada, bien así la engendradora de nuestra salud fue
dentro de Jherusalém nacida. Et segund que Adán fue del campo
demasceno onde fue criado traído al paraíso, bien así el nuestro
Fazedor fue traído del huerto a Jherusalém, onde fue acusado. Et
segund que el primero onbre ora de sesta en el sesto día el divino
mandamiento traspasado, bien así el primer onbre, que Dios et
onbre fuesse, ora de sesta en el sesto día, fue crucificado. Et segund
qu’el primero padre partió a ora de nona del paraíso, donde por el
cherubín flamente fue con ira lançado, bien así el primero padre de
la naturaleza, ora de nona, partiendo de aquesta vida ovo con grand
dolor espirado, en aquel mesmo lugar onde el primer onbre estava
sepultado. Ansí que manifiesto parece, non por defecto de dignidat,
mas por convinencia del misterio, el sacerdocio a los apóstoles, non a
nuestra Señora, más digna de todos ellos, aver seído encomendado.
“La vicéssima séptima razón es por cuanto el Reparador de nuestra salud fue de la señora de Magdalo, et non de algún onbre, en
cuanto al mundo venía, de todas las cosas proveído al sostenimiento
de la humanidat convenibles.

took the most humble and lowliest human form, not the superior
one. Therefore, to dishonor men and honor women, Our Lord has
a male and not female body, because his body itself is an accusation
of guilt and attests to woman’s superiority.
“This is one reason why men and not women are chosen for
the priesthood. Namely because, just as the Savior, our eternal
priest—following Melchisedech, and not Aaron (Gen. 14:1819)—redeemed the first human man, and Our Lady redeemed the
first woman, so does every priest performing the Mass represent
the sacrifice of our Savior. Consequently, it is necessary that all
priests be men. The Incarnation demonstrates the mystery of the
Redeemer’s figuration of the first man, in that, just as Adam was
created outside of paradise, our Lord was born outside of Jerusalem
in Bethlehem. And, just as Eve was formed inside paradise, so was
the mother of our salvation born in Jerusalem. And, just as Adam
was taken from the Damascene field, where he was created, so
was our Maker taken from the garden to Jerusalem, where he was
accused. And, just as the first man trespassed against the divine
commandment at the sixth hour of the sixth day, so the first man,
who was God and man, was crucified at the sixth hour of the sixth
day. And, just as the first father left paradise, thrown from there
by the angry, flaming cherubim, in the ninth hour, so did the first
natural father leave this life, expiring in great pain, in the ninth
hour, in the same place where the first man was buried. Thus, it is
clear that the Apostles were charged with the priesthood and not
Our Lady, who is more worthy than all of them, not because of her
lesser dignity, but rather according to divine mystery.

34 si] así AFN

44 Mary Magdalen.
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“The twenty-seventh proof is that when the Restorer of our
health came to the world, bringing all that was needed for human
sustenance, he appeared first to the Lady of Magdala and not to
any man (John 20:11-18).44
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“La vicéssima octava razón es por aver la muger cerca del primero
et segundo avenimiento del Restaurador nuestro avido más cierto, et
más excelente d’espíritu de profecia, como Sibilda Erethea, segund
Augustino aya, non como profeta mas como evangelista la Concepción et la Encarnación, la Passión, la Resurrectión et último
advenimiento profetado. Et Sibilda Tiburtina non solamente lo
profetó, mas con la propia vista a Otaviano, el Salvador nuestro en
braços de la Virgen ovo demostrado, el cual misterio a ninguno de
los profetas tan perfectamente fue revelado.
“La vicéssima nona razón es por aver estado por onbres et non
por mugeres el tractado de su muerte fenecido et principiado. Et
por aver por onbres estado traído, vendido, conprado, preso, ligado,
ofendido, atormentado, acusado, sentenciado, crucificado, llagado
et por onbres <vituperosa muerte>35 sofrido. ¡O culpa sin fin mayor
de las culpas! ¡Ofensa sobre todas incomparables! A la cual, afinamiento de la humana generación, <universal muerte>36 de toda cosa
viva et desatamiento de la humana redondeza satisfazer non podría
ser que la humanidat ofenda a la divinidat et la criatura mate al su
criador. Et la voluntad fuye de lo pensar et la trasformada boca de
lo dezir. ¿Cuál piedad, cuál misericordia fue tan piadosa37 que de
tanta ofensa la divina justicia non prendiese vengança? ¿Mas cuál
vengança, como la desfación de todas las cosas criadas,38 non pueda
a respecto de la ofensa —que es infinita— un solo <atumo>39 fazer
de satisfación? Et si por la ofendida majestad del tenporal príncipe
muere la persona —muerte sobre todas más cruel et más vituperosa— et se pierde la dignidat, el honor, et la nobleza fasta la quinta40
generación, et aunque la persona sea perdonada, ¿quién negará por
la ofendida magestad del celestial príncipe, pues que la ofensa ha
35
36
37
38

vituperosamente] vituperosa muerte AF
universalmente] universal muerte AF
piadosa] poderosa AF
todas las cosas criadas] todas las criaturas et formadas cosas AF, todas
las cosas creadas e formadas cosas N
39 ato] atumo AFN
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“The twenty-eighth proof is that woman had the truest and
superior spirit of prophecy concerning the first and second comings
of our Restorer. According to Augustine, the Erythræan Sibyl,
speaking more like an evangelist than a prophet, foretold the Conception, Incarnation, Passion, Resurrection, and Second Coming.45
And the Triburtine Sibyl not only prophesied, but also brought the
Savior in the arms of the Virgin before Octavian’s very eyes; this
mystery was not revealed so perfectly to any of the male prophets.46
“The twenty-ninth proof is that men and not women plotted
Christ’s death, from start to finish. He was betrayed, sold, bought,
imprisoned, bound, humiliated, tortured, accused, sentenced, crucified, wounded, and suffered slanderous death, at men’s hands. Oh,
infinite sin beyond all sins! Incomparable offense! The end of the
human race, the death of every single living thing, and the undoing
of human completeness could never possibly atone for humanity’s
insults to the divine and for the death of the Creator at the hands
of its creation. My heart shrinks from even thinking about it, and
my mouth is deformed by saying it. What compassion, what mercy,
could so readily forgive such a crime and not seek the vengeance
of divine justice? What vengeance, what destruction of all living
things, could ever give even an atom of reparation for this infinite
offence? Even if the guilty one dies a most cruel and harsh death for
having offended the majesty of the temporal Prince, losing dignity,
honor, and nobility for five generations, even if he is forgiven, even
if he spared from eternal condemnation, who can deny that man’s

45 The City of God, in Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers, First Series, Works
of Augustine, vol. 2: City of God; On Christina Doctrine, ed. Philip
Schaff (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1994), 373.
46 This anecdote, which appears in The Golden Legend, was widespread
in the Middle Ages. Jacobus de Voragine, The Golden Legend, Readings
on the Saints trans. William G. Ryan, 2 vols. (Princeton NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1993), 1:37-42.
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seído infinita, que la nobleza del onbre in infinito non sea perdida,
635 aunque la eterna pena le sea perdonada? Onde manifiesto parece
los onbres, et non las mugeres, aver en aquesta delición por sienpre
perdido toda dignidat, honor, et nobleza.
“La tricésima razón es por cuanto non fue injuriado de las donas,
mas con piadosas lágrimas llorado et plorado et plañido.
640

645
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660

“La tricésima prima razón es por aver en los onbres fallecido la
fe al tienpo de su biva muerte et en la muger se aver conservado.
“La tricésima segunda razón es por cuanto a la muger, porque
lo más amó, segund Ambrosio lo dize en la Omelía, et como tovo
firme esperança, primeramente por excelencia que a ningund onbre
resucitando appareció.
“La tricésima tercia razón es por que la primera persecución
en la cristiandat fue por onbre, es a saber, por Nero, et non por
muger fecha, cuyos vicios por la su fea et dehonesta multitud ceso
relatar. Et non menos la persecución de Diocleciano, de Teodosio
et de los otros enperadores, mas non dubdo contigo, dirás mayor
número de mártires aver seído el de los onbres et menor el de las
mugeres durantes las tales persecuciones, como algunos en desloor
de las donas fagan aquesta razón. Et pues de número et de multitud
es la fabla, en tal especia que non puede aver universalmente una
calidat, necesario es que de la mayor multitud et del mayor número
la nombradía se deva llamar. Et así es que fue mayor el número de
los atormentadores <que de los atormentados>41 et sin ninguna
comparación, como deviesen en matirio de uno a lo menos concurrir
aquestas personas: acusador, testigos, pronunciador o sentenciador,
mayor executor, et menores. Claramente se concluye aver seído
mayor el número de los malos que de los buenos onbres; et por
consiguiente, del mayor número que priva al menor, la nonbradía se
deve tomar. Mas por el contrario, en el martirio de las donas se deve
dezir, como el número de las atormentadas non se pueda privar de
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nobility should be forever lost for his infinite offense to the majesty
of the heavenly Prince? Therefore, it seems clear that men, and not
women, forever lost all their dignity, honor, and nobility.
“The thirtieth proof is that Christ was not insulted by women;
rather, he was mourned, lamented, and bewailed by their compassionate tears.
“The thirty-first proof is that men failed in faith at the moments
of their deaths and women remained steadfast.
“The thirty-second proof is that because woman loved Christ
more than man, just as Ambrose says in his Homily, and because she
retained her firm belief, He appeared resurrected before a woman
before he appeared to any man.47
“The thirty-third proof is that the first persecution of Christians was done by a man and not a woman, that is to say, by Nero,
whose vices are so many and so base, I will not speak of them. And
there was no less persecution under Diocletian and Theodosius,
and the other emperors, but no doubt you will say that there were
a greater number of male martyrs and fewer female ones during
those persecutions, an argument used by some to criticize women.
Now, considering that we are speaking of vast numbers of martyrs,
so varied among themselves, we cannot point to any universal
quality. Thus, it is necessary that the recognition should go to the
greater multitude and greater number. It is the case that there were
a greater number of tormentors than tormented victims. Indeed,
there is no comparison, because many people are needed to martyr
one: accuser, witnesses, judge or sentence, chief and minor executors. Therefore, we can conclude that bad men outnumbered the
good and that the greater number, not the smaller one, should be
remembered. Yet on the other hand, speaking of female martyrs,
it must be said that since the number of tortured women simply
47 Rodríguez del Padrón may be referring to Ambrose of Milan’s On the
Holy Spirit, “For Mary worshipped Christ, and therefore is appointed
to be the messenger of the Resurrection to the apostles.” In Nicene
and Post Nicene Fathers, Second Series, vol. 10, Ambrose, Select Works
and Letters (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1994), 145.
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665 los números de los que atormentavan, por cuanto los varones solos,
así de las mugeres como de los onbres eran los atormentadores.
Onde parece claro aver seído mayor número el de los malos onbres
et mayor el de las buenas mugeres. Et aquesta es la tricésima cuarta
razón porque merecen sobre ellos aver la honor et la excelencia.
670 “La tricésima quinta razón es por aver seído la heregía de Arrio,
la de Ciro, et de Paulo et todas las otras por onbres, et non por
mugeres, en la cathólica fe levantadas. Et aun aquella de Sergio,
que fue la causa por donde tanta multitud de ánimas, manteniendo
la seta del bestial Alcorán, sobre ella fundado, se deviese perder.
675 Et non menos el departimiento de la eglesia oriental: los príncipes
orientales causaron la división prolongada con los occidentales en
grand estrago de la humana generación; et la inpiratriz Hirena
sabia et virtuosamente los pacificó. Et <C>lodoneo,42 primero rey
cristiano de los franceses perseguía la religión cristiana; et la reina
680 Dotilde lo convertió.
Et Felice de España los cristianos que pasavan a la casa del Zebedeo de martirio coronava; et la fija de Julian<a>43 ovo seído la causa
de su conversión. Et el rey pecador, el renegado pastor, et conde

42 Clodoneo A
43 Juliano FMN] Julián A
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cannot match the numbers of men who did the torturing, because
only men were the torturers, of both men and women. Therefore, it
is clear that there have been greater numbers of evil men and greater
numbers of good women. And this is the thirty-fourth proof that
women are more worthy than men in honor and excellence.
“The thirty-fifth proof is that the heresies of Arius,48 Cyrus,49
and Paul,50 and all the others that arose in the Catholic faith,
were invented by men and not by women. The heresy of Sergio,
founded upon the teachings of the bestial Qur’an, caused the perdition of a multitude of souls who believed him.51 And no less the
schism of the Eastern Church: The Eastern princes caused the
prolonged division from the West, greatly harming humanity,
but the Empress Irene wisely and virtuously brought peace among
them.52 Clovis, the first Christian king of the French, persecuted
Christians until Queen Clotilde converted him.53
“Felix of Spain gave the crown of martyrdom to Christians
traveling to the House of Zebedee, but Juliana’s daughter converted
him.54 The sinful king, the apostate shepherd, and the traitor count
48 Arianism, a fourth century Christian sect, denied the divinity of Christ
and the union of the Trinity. It is associated with Arius (323-325), an
Alexandrian priest.
49 This may be a reference to Theodoret, Bishop of Cyrus (393-457) or
to Cyril, the Patriarch of Alexandria (ca. 376-44); both were involved
in fourth-century doctrinal controversies.
50 Paul of Samosata (ca. 200-60) was a Christian theologian who challenged the idea of Christ’s divinity.
51 The medieval legend of Sergius Bahira relates the meeting of Muhammad with a Christian monk, who, in some versions, assisted in the
composition of the Qur’an.
52 Irene of Byzantium (755-803) served as regent for her son Constantine.
53 Merovingian king of the Franks (466-511).
54 King Felix of Spain appears in versions of the romance of Floire and
Blancaflor as the pagan or Muslim king who attacks pilgrims on the
way to Santiago de Compostela in Spain and takes Blancaflor’s mother
as a captive. The manuscripts of the Triunfo de las donas refer to the
daughter of Juliano, or Julián, which in the context of fifteenth-century Castile, would seem to point to Florinda la Cava, daughter of
71
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traidor perdieron la tierra, et la sabia dueña con las escondidas armas
685 la recobró. El pródigo et avaro Emperador fue por el sobervio44 turco
vencido dos vezes; et su muger la Inperatriz dos batallas en vengança
del marido et de la fe le ganó. El duque del Condado que ovo seído
renegado a su natural señor tiró la corona; et la sinple pastora, en
defeto de los onbres, fuerte batallando lo coronó. ¿Qué conviene más
690 exenplificar? Pues que la mayor parte de las donas et de los onbres,
del principio del mundo fasta la ora presente, en tal orden pasó.
“La trecésima sesta razón es por que ha de ser onbre, et non
muger, el fijo de perdición, poetado45 Antecristo. El cual piadosamente se cree que —seyendo la eglesia por el primero griego pastor

lost the land, and the wise woman recovered it with hidden weapons.55 The prodigal and avaricious Emperor was conquered twice
by the proud Turk, but his wife the Empress won two battles to
avenge her husband and the faith.56 The duke of Condado, who
had rebelled against his lord, lost the crown, but the poor shepherdess, fighting, as there were no men to fight, crowned him.57
Why cite more examples, since the greater part of women and men,
from the beginning of time up to the present day, have behaved
in these ways?
“The thirty-sixth proof is that the son of perdition, called the
Antichrist, will be a man and not a woman. The pious believe that
when the Church is translated to Jerusalem by the first Greek

44 soberano A
45 profetado A] llamado F

Count Julian, governor of Ceuta, who aided the Berber invasion in
711 in vengeance for her rape. However, here it appears that Juliano
was a scribal lectio facilior, and that Rodríguez del Padrón in fact references Boccaccio’s version of the romance of Floire and Blancaflor, Il
Filocolo, where Blancaflor’s mother is named Giulia Topazia and King
Felix converts to Christianity.
55 The “sinful king” is Rodrigo, the last Visigothic king of what is now
Spain, whose reign ended with the Berber invasion in 711; the “apostate shepherd” is likely a reference to Bishop Oppas of Seville, who
supported Rodrigo’s enemies; and the traitor count, Count Julian,
mentioned above. The “wise woman” may be may be an allusion
to to the miraculous appearance of the Virgin Mary at the battle of
Covadonga in 722, when Pelayo, the first Christian king of Asturias,
defeated the Moors.
56 As Serrano notes, this is a probable reference to Sigismund I, Holy
Roman Emperor (1368-1437) and his brother Albert the Prodigal,
both defeated by the Grand Turk Bayezid I (or Bajazet), “La Querelle
des Femmes à la cour, entre la Castille et la Bourgogne, au XVe siècle,”
441. The Empress mentioned would then be Sigismund’s second wife
Barbara of Cilli, who served as regent of Hungary, mentioned again
below.
57 Here Rodríguez del Padrón reproves Philip the Good for his lack of
loyalty; Philip had allied with Henry V of England against Charles VII
of France in the 1420s. The “poor shepherdess” is Joan of Arc. Philip
captured Joan of Arc, who fought in defense of Charles, in 1430 and
turned her over to the English, who tried and executed her for heresy.
In the French translation of the Triunfo de las donas, dedicated to none
other than Philip the Good, the translator diplomatically changes this
reference to a general critique of French nobles.
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695 trasladada et en Jherusalém, non tardadora— en grand ofensa del
sacro misterio et destrución del cristiano nombre, por martirio de
los buenos et perdición de los malos, manifestar.
“La trecésima séptima razón es por aver seído muger la criatura
más virtuosa et más digna et más perfecta de todas las criaturas
700 que fueron en el mundo de humano padre engendradas. Et aver
estado onbre la criatura más viciosa, más profunda, en malicia et
más demérita de cuantas fueron criadas. La una fue aquella que,
después de madre, donzella quedó. La otra fue aquel que su fruto
saludable por precio vendió. Et por vía semejable, es de feminina
705 naturaleza la más noble de las bestias que es el águila prima. Et de
la masculina la bestia más enemiga de la salud humana, et peor de
todas las bestias, conviene a saber, el basilisco, que de feminina
naturaleza non fue visto jamás. La una es en la divina Escritura al
poco ante nombrado Antecristo et la otra a la muy alta contenplación
710 de la divinidat comparada. En lo cual Naturaleza quiso demostrar
las cosas femininas ser más exelentes.
“La trecésima octava razón es por que las bestias más fieras ofenden al onbre et a la muger catan reverencia. Esperimentado es que
el león al onbre, et non a la muger, ofende. Et vulgar cosa es segund
715 dize el maestro de las Propiedades, que la fiera bestia, que de las
venenosas aguas a las otras faze credencia, al varón ofende et a la
muger se humilla, en el seno de la cual su cabeça reclinando prende
el dulce sueño, que de los caçadores engañosos le faze el amargoso
trago sentir de la muerte. Onde claro parece cuántos son ciegos, et

shepherd, the Antichrist will soon show himself, in great offense
to the sacred mystery of Christianity, martyring the good and
damning the evil.
“The thirty-seventh proof is that woman is the most virtuous,
and most worthy, and most perfect of all the creatures that were
begotten in the world by our human father. Yet man is the most
wicked creature, most deeply malicious, and least worthy of all
creation: the former was the mother who remained a virgin, and
the latter sold the fruit of life for money. Likewise, amongst the
animals, the golden eagle, most noble of all, is feminine.58 Yet the
animal most dangerous and harmful to humans, indeed the worst
of all the animals, that is to say, the Basilisk, has never been seen in
female form: the latter appears in the divine scriptures just before
the aforementioned Antichrist, and the former is compared to the
highest contemplation of divinity. In this contrast, Nature wanted
to show that females are superior.
“The thirty-eighth proof is that the most ferocious beasts attack
men and show reverence to women. It has been proven that the lion
attacks men and not women. Further, as is well-known and according to the Master of the Properties, the ferocious beast that detects
poisoned water and renders it harmless, attacks men, yet humbles
itself before a woman, resting its head in her lap and drifting into
a sweet sleep, which allows cunning hunters to give it the bitter
draught of death.59 Thus, it becomes clear just how many men are
58 Prima denotes a female bird of prey. From Roman Antiquity on, eagles
represent empire, and in the Christian tradition, also represent Christ.
The term águila prima appears several times in cancionero poetry from
the court of Juan II. In the context of this work, dedicated to María
of Aragon, it is interesting to note that Juan de Dueñas, in “El sol sea
claro y la luna escurece” (The sun shines and the moon darkens), a
poem written against Álvaro de Luna, the “águila prima” represents
María’s brother Alfonso of Aragon. “Coplas de Juan de Dueñas,”
http://cancionerovirtual.liv.ac.uk/, MH1-214 [ID0479].
59 The “master of the Properties” is Bartholomew Anglicus, cited above,
whose Physiologus explains how unicorns humble themselves before
chaste virgins. Some medieval bestiaries also endow the unicorn with
the power to detect poison and render it harmless with its horn.
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720 si ciegos non, cuánto son de dura cerviz los onbres en non querer
con la razón conocer aquello que las brutas animalias con solo
estincto conocen.
“La trecésima nona razón es porque non solamente las bestias,
mas aun las cosas non vivas nin sentibles, dan a la muger la excel725 encia. Et sea el primer enxenplo de la espera del aire. Manifiesto es
segund natural esperimento que un onbre si muy alto sube, desmaya
et pierde la fuerça del sentimiento, et la muger non siente ninguna
alteración. La razón natural es porque la muger fue en aquel alto
lugar formada que, segund dize Ambrosio en el Examerón, es vez730 ino al cerco lunar, onde non pudo el diluvio nin alguna celestial
impressión <alcançar jamás>.46 Et por el contrario del onbre aviene
por cuanto, segund dicho he, fue criado en la más baxa et menor
espera. Et aquesta es la causa porque la cibdat de <Lirio>47 la fiesta
notable de aquel hordenado que primeramente la penitencia predicó
735 en el desierto, manda los más altos juegos ocupar a las infantes
pequeñas. El segundo enxenplo es de la espera del agua, la cual,
segund vulgar esperencia, menos ofende en tienpo de fortuna al
celebro de la muger que al del onbre, aviendo el navegar todos dos
egualmente acostunbrado. Et si peligro viene tal que forçado ayan
740 de perecer ninguno del arte del nadar se aprovechando, el onbre
demandaría el centro de la tierra primeramente et las aguas sosternán
la muger por más luengo tienpo o espacio.
“La cuadragésima razón es por ser folgança del onbre lo cual
testifica el fijo de Sidrach. Et como sea, segund dize el Filósofo,
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blind to reason, and if not blind, then simply refuse to recognize a
truth that wild animals know by instinct alone.
“The thirty-ninth proof is that not only the animals, but also
non-sentient, non-living things show that women are superior.
Take, as a first example, the sphere of the air. Natural experience
shows that if a man climbs up very high, he weakens and loses
consciousness, while a woman feels no difference. This occurs
naturally because woman was formed in that highest place, which,
as Ambrose says in his Hexameron,60 is close to the moon, and so
unharmed by the flood or any other celestial influence. Man, as I
have said before, was created in the lower and lesser sphere, so he
is the opposite. This is why the city of Lirio celebrates the feast
of the saint who first preached penitence in the desert by making
little children occupy the highest positions.61 The second example
comes from the sphere of the waters. Common experience shows
that storms at sea affect women’s minds less than men’s when they
have equal experience of sea travel. Moreover, when dangerous
conditions arise and both will die by drowning, if neither knows
how to swim, the man will be dragged down towards the center
of the earth first, while the woman will float upon the waters for
more time.
“The fortieth proof is that woman is man’s happiness and
well-being, to which the Son of Sirach testifies (Ecclus. 26).62
See also Alan Deyermond, “Medieval Spanish Unicorns,” in Two
Generations: A Tribute to Lloyd A. Kasten (1905-1999), ed. Francisco
Gago Jover (New York, NY: Hispanic Seminary of Medieval Studies,
2002), 55-96.
60 The Hexameron is a series of homilies on the seven days of creation:
Ambrose, Hexameron, Paradise, and Cain and Abel, trans. John Savage
(New York, NY: Fathers of the Church, 1961), 301.
61 This description of a carnivalesque “world upside-down” may refer to
celebrations of the feast of Saint John, and Lirio to the Galician city
of Iria, close to Padrón.
62 This chapter of Ecclesiasticus contrasts good and bad women and
often lends itself as an authority for misogynist diatribes. The term
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745 que ninguna cosa es sin folgança durable, onde el cielo que es más
movible, segund natural inclinación se mueve por aver folgança. Et
por vía semejable el sol et la luna et los otros cuerpos sobrecelestes
así mesmo el fuego, el aire, el agua et todas las otras cosas segund
naturaleza movibles con aquella ley se mueven. Et así es segund el
750 Filósofo, que el fin es más noble et más digno que son las cosas al
fin hordenadas. E la folgança es el fin de todas las cosas movibles,
por consiguiente la muger, que es folgança del varón, es más noble
et más digna d’él.
“La cuadragésima prima razón es por ser la muger, segund el
755 Ecclesiástico, al sol conparada. Et como la luz sea mejor et más
excelente de todas las cosas, por consiguiente la muger, a ella conparada, es mejor de todas las cosas et más excelente.
“La cuadragésima segunda razón es por aver seído la muger de
una tercera esencia criada et de la primera el onbre, como sea más
760 noble la tercera, segund se puede en el oro —en el sufre roxo, o
en argento bivo, de que es formado— el más noble de los metales,
exenplificar. Et aquesta es la razón natural por que es el onbre más
robusto et menos noble, <porque deve a la muger, por ser más
delicada et más noble>,48 servir.
765 “La cuadragésima tercia razón es por que las partes del mundo
—Asia, Africa et Europa— de donas por excelencia traen nonbradía.
Asia, mayor que todas las otras, por largos tienpos de donas señoreada, de la primera reina que la señoreó llamada Asia, segund Isidoro
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As the Philosopher says, nothing can survive without happiness;
because the heavens are movable, everything is naturally inclined
to pursue happiness. Likewise, the sun and the moon and all the
other celestial bodies, as well as fire, air, water, and everything else
that moves in nature follow this law. That is why the Philosopher
says that the ends are more noble and worthy than the means
used to get to the ends, and happiness is the end of all action in all
things;63 consequently woman, who is man’s happiness, is more
noble and worthy than he.
“The forty-first proof is because woman, according to Ecclesiastes, is like the sun.64 And given that light is the best and most
superior of all things; consequently woman, who is compared to
light, is the best and most superior thing of all.65
“The forty-second proof is that woman was created from the
third essence and man made from the first. Just as gold, the most
noble of all metals, is formed by mixing the baser sulfur and mercury, so is the third essence nobler, and this is why men are by
nature more robust and baser than women, and must serve women,
who are finer and nobler in essence.
“The forty-third proof is that each part of the world—Asia,
Africa, and Europe—is named after an illustrious woman. Asia,
the largest of all and long ruled by women, is named for the first
queen to reign, named Asia, and all the other Asian queens took
folgança refers to a state of well-being, contentment, happiness and
rest.
63 An allusion to the first book of the Nicomachean Ethics and Aristotle’s
concept of eudaimonia (well-being, flourishing, happiness in good
things), which Rodríguez del Padrón translates as folgança.
64 Two passages in the biblical wisdom books compare a good wife to
the sun, Ecclus. 26.21 and Wisd. 7:29.
65 Forty-one is the first of a string of rather dubious, sophistic proofs.
Cardiana appears to grasping at straws in her desire to prove women’s
superiority. Rodríguez del Padrón may be parodying similar moves
made by misogynist writers who sophistically use biblical authorities
to prove that all women are evil.
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lo dize et escrive en las Ethimologías, et de aquella todas las otras
asianas reinas toman nonbradía. Europa trae nonbre de la fermosa
fija del rey Agenor que fue en aquella sazón la mayor et más poderosa
reina que ovo seydo en la parte de Europa. Africa, antiguamente
llamada Libia, se nombrava de la fija del tebano Hércules que la
señoreava. Nin es de maravillar que fuessen por donas señoreadas.
Que si fue un Alixandre, que más por los juizios49 astrónomos
del su maestro Aristóteles que por fortaleza, a los indianos monstruos conquistando llegó, fue la muger de Nino que fasta el indiano
Ganges de las doradas arenas señoreando pasó. Et si fue un Ciro
que las partes orientales con gran tiranía et poder subjugó, fue la
reina Thamaris que menor cuantidat de gente —la setena parte
aviendo— le ganó la batalla onde feneció la grand multitud, et por
vengança de su muerto fijo lo descabeçó. Si fue el capitán griego
que el mayor número de gente se lee durantes las guerras thebanas
aver allegado, fue Artimedora la que menos conpaña en grado muy
diferente aviendo lo desbarató. Si fue un Hércules, fue Isicatea. Si
fue un Archiles, fue la Pantasilea. Si fue Ascipión, fue la virgen
Camilla. Si fue un Ponpeo, fue la reina Oritia. Et si fue un César
—más por los ciertos juizios de su astrónomo Viterris, que por su
valentía— victorioso, fue la non menos cavallerosa que virtuosa la
reina Artemisa.
“¿Quién dubda si las mugeres quisieron, segund que los onbres
movidos de vanagloria, su fama por escriptura perpetuar? ¿Qué
fechos cavallerosos aun más non se leyesen de donas que de onbres
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her name, according to what Isidore writes in his Etymologies.66
Europe is named for the beautiful daughter of Agenor, Europa,
who in her day was the greatest and most powerful queen there
had ever been in Europe.67 Africa, once called Libya, was named
for the daughter of Hercules of Thebes, who ruled the land. Nor
is it any wonder that these lands were ruled by women. If Alexander—due more to the predictions of his sage Aristotle than to
his own strength—could conquer the monsters of India, so could
the wife of Nino, whose rule extended to the golden sands of the
Ganges river in India.68 If Cyrus could subjugate the East with his
great tyranny, it was Queen Thamiris who, with fewer troops—
only a seventh of Cyrus’s—defeated him in battle, where a great
multitude died, and she decapitated him to avenge the death of
her son.69 If, as we read, the Greek captain gathered the greatest
number of troops during the Theban wars, it was Artemisa,70 who
with a much smaller company, put him to flight. If Hercules, then
Hipsicratea.71 If Achilles, then Penthasilea. If Scipio, then Camilla.
If Pompey, then Orythia.72 If Caesar, due more to the predictions of
his astronomer Viterris,73 than to his own courage, was victorious,
the no less gallant than virtuous Queen Artemisia was too.
“Doubtless, if women wanted to, they could see their fame perpetuated by the poets, like all those vainglorious men. For what gallant deeds of men are recorded that we cannot also read of women,
66 Isidore of Seville, Etymologies, Book 14, iii.
67 Agenor was an ancient king of Phoenicia. In Greek mythology,
Europa, his daughter is kidnapped by Jupiter, disguised as a bull.
68 Another reference to Queen Semiramis, founder of Babylon.
69 Thamiris, an Amazon queen.
70 Queen of Caria, who came to help of the Greeks when Xerxes attacked.
71 Hipsicratea, a queen who went into battle with her husband, King
Mithradates.
72 Legendary Amazon Queens Penthesilea and Orythia; Camilla, legendary warrior maiden.
73 German mathematician Witelo or Vitellione (fl. 1270).
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se leen, mayormente si fuessen de todos derechamente las obras
examinadas? Como las unas sean más por fictión, que por verdat,
escuras, et las otras de venidades50 claras. ¿Quién non sabe el
fengido carnero del vellocino de oro aver seído el grand thesoro
del rey Etes, que tiranamente Hércules et Jasón le robaron, et
por encobrir el vicioso ato et darse fama perpetua, los bravos toros,
el flamante dragón, et los batallantes hermanos fingieron vencer?
¿Et quién ha por saber el Minotauro, fingidamente nombrado fijo
del blanco toro et de la reina Pasife, aver seydo un fijo de Minos et
de la mesma reina, sinple, indiscreto, de la sabia calidat del padre
asaz diferente? Onde los actores, por loar la prudencia del padre et
vituperar la indiscreción del fijo, por estilo poético bestial le <llamando>51 ofendieron la mantenida castidad de la madre, de la cual
algunos con osada fruente, la verdat non sabiendo, retractan, que
si deviesen las mandrágoras nombrar sus plantadores, et las bestias
de feminina naturaleza sus amadores enmudecerían.
“¿Quién non leyó la fengida sierpe Idra d’las siete cabeças, a todo
el mundo espantable, aver seído una enferma laguna, por industria
de Hércules devenida seca, aunque otros dizen aver seído un grand
sophista por él concluido? ¿Et quién tiene por leer que la reina
Elisa Dido fengida por el <mantuano>52 aver quebrantado la ley
de castidat, et non ovo jamás visto al troyano Eneas, y ante por
espada quiso en su juventud casta feneser que de rey de Maritania
consentirse forçar? ¿Quién non entiende la descendida de Hércules
et de Theseo a los infiernos, et prisión del Can cerbero de las tres
cabeças, non aver seído la entrada por fuerça en el escuro palacio del
rey de los Molosos, al cual robaron su grand thesoro et can pavoroso
que lo guardava? ¿Et quién <ha>53 por entender Circe, que segund
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if we read their histories with care? Some histories obscure with
more falsehoods than truths, and others are complete nonsense:
Who has not heard the story of the ram and the golden fleece,
the great treasure unjustly robbed from King Aeetes by Hercules
and Jason? The wild bulls, fiery dragon, and warlike brothers they
supposedly conquered are fabrications to cover up their wicked acts
and instead win them everlasting fame. 74 Who has yet to learn that
the Minotaur was falsely called the son of a white bull and Queen
Pasiphae, when in truth he was just the imprudent son of Minos
and the Queen, so unlike his wise father? Authors, wishing to praise
the prudence of the father and criticize the imprudence of the son,
invented stories alleging the mother’s bestiality and defaming her
steadfast chastity. Impudent writers, ignorant of the truth, portray
her with such lies, they write that mandrakes name their planters,
while female beasts keep silent about their lovers.
Who has not read that the imaginary seven-headed serpent
Hydra was in truth a poisoned lake that Hercules dried out in his
labors (although others say she was a great sophist out-debated by
him)?Who has yet to read the Mantuan’s lies about Queen Elissa
Dido having broken her vow of chastity, when she never even set
eyes on Aeneas, but in truth chose to end her young chaste life
by the sword rather than be raped by the King of Mauritania?75
Who does not understand that the story about the descent of
Hercules and Theseus into Hell and their capture of Cerberus the
three-headed dog was in fact about their forced entrance into the
dark palace of the king of the Molossians, from whom they stole
his great treasure along with the fierce dog who guarded it? And
74 This, and future references to Hercules, derive from The Twelve Labors
of Hercules, translated into Spanish and moralized by Enrique de Villena in 1417. According to Greek mythology, the goddess Hera made
Hercules insane, and as a result, he killed his wife and children. The
twelve labors were his punishment. Many of the following myths cited
are also collected in Ovid’s Metamorphoses.
75 This is a reference to Virgil’s portrayal of Dido’s love for Aeneas in the
Aeneid.
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poética fictión las gentes del navegante Ulixes convertió en bestias,
non averlo en su palacio et a los suyos con grande honor recebido?
Et usando como acostumbrava contra los que vinían de fanbre et de
825 sed trabajados de su <liberal>54 virtud, aquellos prendiendo de los
bienes de Bacho más del convenible, perdieron el razonable sentido.
Onde los fingentes poetas convertidos en bestias los escrivieron por
esta figura. Los onbres sus pequeños fechos por ficción ensalçaron,
los actos viciosos poetando encubrieron. Et las obras de las mugeres,
830 por virtud et merecimiento claras, con ficciones falsas escurecieron.
“Por esta vía cuando Jove usava de robo, el poético fablar en águila
lo convertía. Et cuando engañava con dulces palabras, en cisne lo
transformava. Et cuando por ventura con oro vencía, en dorado
rocío lo transmudava, convertiendo sus vicios en actos divinos. Por
835 este modo la reina de perpetua memoria digna Semíramis perdió su
gloriosa fama, la cual seyendo de su único fijo —deseoso de reinar—
engañosamente rogada, pues quería tomar segundo marido, le restituyese el reino que de su padre Nino le avía quedado. Con amor
entrañable que a los fijos traen las madres, le respondió no querer
840 otro esposo aver ni otro marido jamás, salvo a él su caro et amado
fijo. El cual, encendido de la sed raviosa de querer señorear, bolvió
aquella palabra en contrario entendimiento et con falsa religión et
fengido color de virtud, deziendo querer la divina et natural ley
ofender; la vida et la fama, el honor et la señoría le robó con viciosa
845 mano, dando a los atores occasión de poetar el non pensado vicio
et fengir. Más adelante, por vía semejable fue de su fama robada la
infante Zilla, la cual veyendo muy poderoso al enemigo del rey su
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who has yet to understand that Circe, who, according to poetic
falsehoods, converted Ulysses’s men into animals, in truth hosted
Ulysses in her palace and received his men with great honor? After
she had treated them with the liberality she habitually showed to
those who came to her island hungry and thirsty, they drank far
more of Bacchus’s good wine than was fitting, and got drunk, so
the fiction-making poets wrote those stories in which they were
turned into beasts. Men celebrate their little endeavors with poetic
fancies and use poetic license to cover up their wicked deeds, while
they invent false fictions to obscure the virtuous and praiseworthy
feats of women.
“Poetic invention turned Jove into an eagle when he thieved;
likewise, when he seduced with sweet words, transformed him
into a swan, and when he bought a lady’s favors, he was turned
into a shower of gold, converting his vices into divine acts.76 This
is also how Queen Semiramis, worthy of eternal memory, lost her
glorious fame. Her only son, desirous of the throne, tricked her
by asking her to give him the kingdom left by his father Ninus,
should she wish to take a second husband. Semiramis, with the
tender love that mothers have for their sons, responded that she
wanted no other husband or man ever, with the exception of her
dear and beloved son. The son, inflamed with his ravenous thirst
for rule, twisted her words’ meaning and, with false piety and
feigned virtue, said that his mother desired to transgress natural
and divine laws; with his wicked hands he stole her life, her fame,
her honor and sovereignty, providing authors with material for
turning the vice Semiramis did not commit into poetic slander.77
Later, and much in the same way, the princess Scylla was robbed
76 References from Greek and Roman mythology to Zeus, or Jove,
transforming himself in order to kidnap Ganymede, seduce or rape
Leda in the form of a swan, and seduce or rape Danaë in the form of
a shower of gold, respectively.
77 Boccaccio wrote that Semiramis, like other women, “was constantly
burning with carnal desire,” counting her own son amongst her lovers.
Famous Women, 11. Christine de Pizan, on the other hand, excuses
Semiramis’s incest on the grounds that she was a pagan, living at a
time when “there was no written law: people observed only the law
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padre venir, por le salvar el honor et la vida, non dubdó consentir
en el matrimonio. Et la fortaleza cabeça del reino ofrecerle, que su
fallecida madre con la señoría le avía dexado. Onde los versificadores
fingieron la cabeça del padre, con la vedija, de la fortaleza aver al rey
contrario consigo ofrecido. Por esta vía los actos loables de las otras
infamadas donas fueron por fengidos vicios escurecidos <e los fechos
vituperables de los otros viciosos omnes fueron por virtudes fengidos
esclarecidos>55. ¡O digna memoria, que reciba el vicio gualardón <de
virtud e la virtud gualardón>56 del vicio! Si convenible <me fuesse>,57
con voz llena de <ira>,58 contra el mi Fazedor, blasfemándole, me
bolvería. ¿Por qué la muger, sobre todas las creaturas noble et virtuosa, quiso acompañar de una así contraria, como es el onbre, a la
su virtud? Por esta vía, segund dicho he, ovo la mayor parte de las
donas et de los onbres de la primera hedat fasta la última obrado. Et
por ser el cuento d’ellos innumerables, ceso de traer más exenplos,
como por estos, aunque fenitos sean, se pueda considerar cuál aya
seído el número de los infinitos. Et aquesta es la causa por que yo del
valor de las donas <procedí>59 razonando por número de razones et
non de mugeres famosas, como algunas errando en sus fablas proceden —creyendo loarse menos se loan— el número de las buenas
et de los malos, que es infinito, faziendo finito.

“Et yo por modo semejable queriendo fazer finito el loor de las
870 donas, que segund sus virtudes et gracias devría ser infinito, vengo
a ciertas calidades que fazen a una persona sobre otra más excelente,
conviene a saber: gracia, dignidat, corona, honor, excelencia, gloria,
bien aventurança. Et por cuanto estas siete nombradas cosas, sobre
qu’el onbre o la muger contienden, son el fructo que dan de sí las
875 virtudes, devense los términos de nuestra cuestión entender de
55 om] e los fechos vituperables de los otros viciosos omnes fueron por
virtudes fengidos esclarecidos AF
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of her honor. Scylla saw that a powerful enemy of her father the
king was about to attack, so she did not hesitate to accept him in
marriage, in order to save her father’s life and his honor. 78 And she
gave the principal fortress of the kingdom, which had been left
to her by her mother, to her new husband, so the versifiers falsely
wrote that she had offered her father’s head—by the hair—as well
as the fortress to the enemy king. So were the laudable deeds of
other defamed women obscured by fictional vices and the blameworthy deeds of other wicked men celebrated by fictional virtues.
Oh, how worthy is the memory that lets vice reward virtue and
virtue reward vice! Were it fitting, I would turn to my Maker and
cry out to blaspheme Him: Why did He give woman, the most
noble and virtuous of all his creatures, man, who is so dangerous
to her virtue, as a companion? This is the way, as I have said, most
women and men from the first age to the last have behaved. Since
they are infinite, I will cite no more examples. For mine, though
limited in number, allow us to imagine all the other, innumerable
cases, which is why I have explained the worth of women to you by
counting out the proofs, rather than merely listing famous women,
as some writers mistakenly have done; thinking to praise women,
they only detract from their fame by making the numbers of good
women and bad men seem finite, when they are infinite.
“And now, I wish to conclude my praise of women, in the same
manner that I have proceeded—given their virtues and graces I
could continue ad infinitum—so I will come to certain qualities
that make one person superior to another, namely: grace, dignity,
crown, honor, excellence, glory, and blessedness. Because these
seven qualities—in which men and women compete—are themselves the fruits of virtue, the terms of our deliberation should refer

of nature whereby they were free to do as they pleased without fear of
committing a sin.” The Book of the City of Ladies, 37.
78 The story of Scylla appears in Metamorphoses 7.1-151, where she
betrays her father, King Nisus, by cutting a lock of his hair and bringing it to his enemy, Minos, because she is in love with him. Minos
abandons her, and she is turned into a bird.
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onbre et de muger virtuosos. E puesto el caso que sean virtuosos
en egual grado, aunque la muger, segund demostrado he, sea más
virtuosa pruévase por razones más claras de filósofos, et por otras
más fuertes auctoridades, que la muger es segund todas estas siete
880 cualidades más excelente.
“Et sea la primera, que será la cuadragísima cuarta razón, aquella
auctoridat del Ecclesiástico que dice: ‘La virtuosa muger es gracia
sobre toda gracia.’ Onde claro se prueva que sea más graciosa.
“La segunda, que será la cuadragísima quinta, sea la auctoridat
885 del Números <et>60 de los Juezes, que mandó los varones, fasta los
pequeños infantes, pasar por espada, et las donas salvar, et aquel
dicho del libro de Sidrach que dize, ‘ninguno de los onbres al que es
digno de aver virtuosa muger se puede en dignidat conparar.’ Onde
manifiesto parece que sea más digna.
890

“La tercera que será la cuadragísima sesta, sea el dicho del Sabio
en los Proverbios que dize, ‘La virtuosa muger es corona del varón.’
Onde claramente se nota que tenga la corona.

“La cuarta, que será la cuadragísima séptima, sea el dicho del
Filósofo en la Iconómica que dize, ‘El mayor de los honores es el
895 honor de la virtuosa muger.’ Onde se demuestra manifiestamente
que tiene el mayor honor.
“La quinta, que será la cuadragísima octava, sea un vulgar dicho
de Séneca que dize: que ninguna cosa non es tan alta en dignidat
cuanto es la virtuosa muger. Onde claro se prueva que tiene la
900 excelencia.

79 Oeconomica 3.4. Rodríguez del Padrón has Cardiana paraphrase several statements on “the virtuous companionship of man and wife in
marriage.”
80 Possibly a reference to Seneca the Elder’s treatise On Marriage, now
lost. Fragments of and references to the treatise were transmitted
in the Middle Ages. Rodríguez del Padrón may have known the
widely circulating thirteenth-century Book of Consolation and Advice
by Albertano of Brescia (ca.1193-1260), which cites Seneca in praise
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only to virtuous men and women, and, even though they may seem
equal in virtue—as I have already demonstrated women’s greater
virtue is proven by the celebrated arguments of philosophers and by
other even more commanding authorities—woman is also superior
in these seven qualities.
“The first quality, which will be the forty-fourth proof, is found
in the authority of Ecclesiasticus, which says, ‘a virtuous woman
is grace upon grace’ (Ecclus. 26:19), thus clearly proving that she
has more grace.
“The second, which will be the forty-fifth proof, is found in the
authority of Numbers and Judges, where men, even little baby boys,
were commanded to be killed by the sword, and women pardoned
(Judg. 20:48), and also in the aforementioned book of Sirach, which
says ‘no man can compare in worth to he who is worthy of having
a virtuous wife’ (Ecclus. 26 or Prov. 31:10-31). Thus it is clearly
proven that women have greater dignity.
“The third, which will be the forty-sixth proof, is found in the
Sage’s words in Proverbs, which say ‘A virtuous wife is a crown
to her husband’ (Prov. 1:4). Thus we see clearly that she has the
crown.
“The fourth, which will be the forty-seventh proof, is found in
the words of the Philosopher in his Economics, which say, ‘The
greatest honor is the honor of a virtuous woman,’79 thus clearly
demonstrating that she has greater honor.
“The fifth, which will be the forty-eighth proof, is the wellknown saying from Seneca, ‘nothing is so high in dignity as a
virtuous wife,’ thus clearly proving that she has the quality of
excellence.80
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“La sexta, que será la cuadragísima nona, sea el dicho del Apóstol,
‘la muger es gloria del varón.’ Onde manifiesto parece que tiene la
gloria.
“Et la séptima, que será la <quincuagésima>,61 sea el dicho del
905 Ecclesiástico, que dize: ‘Bien aventurado es aquel que de virtuosa
muger es por matrimonio acompañado.’ Onde manifiestamente se
concluye que poseen la bien aventurança.
“Et como el honor, la gloria, et la bienaventurança, segund dize
el Filósofo en el primero de las Eticas, sean el fin al cual trabaja
910 el onbre virtuoso, e ansí ya es como dicho he en la cuadragísima
razón, qu’el fin es más digno et más excelente que son las cosas al
fin hordenadas. Por consiguiente la muger, que es el honor, et la
gloria, et la bien aventurança del onbre es más digna et más exelente.
“Las cuales auctoridades et todas las otras divinas, naturales et
915 humanas razones por mí allegadas, no solamente concluyen ser la
muger más noble, más virtuosa, et más exelente, determinando la
nuestra cuestión, mas aun adelante pruevan claramente que sea más
graciosa et más digna, más gloriosa et mas bien aventurada, porque
tú —si del número de aquellos non eres, a los cuales otra figura
920 pareciendo mejor, el honor de las donas, por dar color honesto al
su dañado vicio, non poco ofenden— deves, la razón et la verdat
siguiendo, a la persona más noble, más virtuosa et más exelente
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“The sixth, which will be the forty-ninth, is found in the words
of the Apostle, ‘woman is man’s glory’, thus proving that she has
the quality of glory (Cor. 11:7).
“The seventh, which will be the fiftieth proof, is found in the
words of Ecclesiasticus, ‘Blessed is he who is accompanied in marriage by a virtuous woman (Ecclus. 26:1).’ Thus, clearly, we may
conclude that women possess the quality of blessedness.
“Now, honor, glory, and blessedness are the ends towards which
a virtuous man directs all his actions, as the Philosopher says in
the first book of his Ethics, and, so it is, as I said in the fortieth
proof, the end is more worthy and superior to the means leading
to the end. Therefore, we may conclude that woman, who is the
honor, the glory, and the blessedness of man, is worthier than and
superior to him.
“These authorities, along with all of the other divine, natural,
and human proofs that I have offered, go beyond proving that
woman is more noble, more virtuous, and superior to man, thus
answering our original question. Indeed, they also clearly prove
that woman is more graced by God, more worthy, more glorious,
and more blessed than man. Accordingly, unless you count yourself among those men who prefer a different figure,81 and who, in
seeking to paint their damnable vices as honest, do no little harm
to women’s honor, you should follow the dictates of reason and
truth, and dedicate your treatise on virtue, honor, and nobility to

of good wives. Blamires, Woman Defamed and Woman Defended,
ed. 241.
81 The multiple meanings of the Spanish figura (figure, form) provide
Rodríguez del Padrón with another means of criticizing effeminacy
in general and Juan II specifically. Figura can refer to examples and
stories, such as the ones Cardiana has recounted, but also to the human
figure, shape, and form. Thus Cardiana suggests that her listener may
prefer misogynist examples over hers and also insinuates that he might
prefer the male figures to the female form. Moreover, here Cardiana
insinuates that homosexual activity and misogyny go hand in hand
and pointedly instructs the author-figure to dedicate his work on
nobility to the Queen rather than the King.
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925

930

935

940

945

de las mugeres, et non de los onbres, tu obra de virtud, honor et
nobleza tractante, segund dizes, intitular.
“E porque en tal multitud como de las buenas en el mundo
es, poco menos impossible te sería poder una sola perfectamente
escoger. Yo pues —de la mi conversión en aquesta forma, si la tu boz
non me engaña, te muestras piadoso— quiero la más digna, la más
virtuosa et la más noble de las mugeres, porque en demanda d’ella
andando non penes, nombrar en tu consolación. Et segund aquello
que yo, por razonamiento de muchos —que cercado el universo del
último venieron del occidente aquí so las ramas de Aliso, en par de
las mis ondas reposando— he conprehendido, aquesta es la hermana
de las tres reales coronas, et reina de la cuarta mas soberana de los
reinos de España, que más verdaderamente inperatriz llamar devría.
Nin te sea enojoso por la devisa que traes del águila, si a la reina de
los romanos por tres razones pase en excelencia. La primera, por
ser más antigua la corona real de España que la romana, como al
tiempo que Hispano en Hiberia —después llamada España— reinase, non era Roma, nin fue dende a grandes tienpos edificada. La
segunda, por aver seído en conocimiento de la fe catholica, segund
dize Vecencio historial, primeramente venida. La tercera, por cuanto
fe seyendo inperial corona, segund dizen los verdaderos testigos del
tienpo, et ello se viene por legítima et noble sucesión, et non por
fortuna nin por electión, segund que algunos de obscuro linaje
vinieron a la corona romana.
“Nin te maravilles porque así mesmo pase a la corona de Francia
por dos razones en excelencia. La primera, por ser más antigua la
corona de España que la de Francia. Como ante de la destruición

the person most noble, most virtuous, and most superior of all
women, not of all men.
“Yet, because this world is filled with such a multitude of good
women, surely it will seem to you almost impossible to choose the
right one, and since, judging from your tone, you seem to take pity
on me for having changed into this form, I want to spare you the
agony of your difficult quest and name for you the most worthy,
most virtuous, and most noble of all women. From what I have
understood from the speeches of the many men who have traveled
the universe, coming from the ends of the earth to rest here beneath
Aliso’s boughs and by my waves, that woman is the sister of the
three royal crowns, and queen of the fourth, and most sovereign,
of the kingdoms of Spain. Indeed, she should rightly be called an
empress. You will not find it an insult to the device of the order of
the eagle you wear if I tell you the three reasons that she is superior
to the Queen of the Holy Roman Empire.82 Firstly, the royal crown
of Spain is older than the Roman one, as Rome had not even been
built by the time that Hispano reigned in Iberia,83 latterly called
Spain. Secondly, because the Catholic faith came to Spain first, as
Vincent’s history says.84 Thirdly, because hers is an imperial crown,
as the honest witnesses of the time attest, and its succession is
legitimate and noble, not by chance or election, which is how some
have come to the Roman crown from doubtful lineages.
“Nor should you wonder at the two reasons that the Spanish
crown is superior to the French. Firstly, because the crown of
Spain is older than France’s: Geryon85 reigned in Spain before the
82 Barbara of Cilli (1392-1451), consort Empress of Sigismund, Holy
Roman Emperor.
83 Hispano, or Hispalo is the mythical founding king of Spain, said to
be Hercules’s nephew.
84 A reference to Vincent of Beauvais’ Speculum Historiale a thirteenth-century universal history that circulated widely in the Middle
Ages.
85 A three-headed giant king from Greek mythology. One of Hercules’s
twelve labors was the theft of Geryon’s cattle.
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950 primera troyana, en la cual fue Hércoles, reinase <Gedeón>62 en
España, et Príamo, nieto de Antenor, depués de la segunda troyana destruición aya seído el primer rey de Francia, aunque otros
escriven aver seído Franconio fijo de Héctor, del cual Franconio
por memoria se llaman franceses. La segunda razón es por ser más
955 antigua la corona de España que la de Francia en la fe cathólica,
como el primero rey cathólico de los franceses, que fue Clodoveo,
sea estado trezientos años et más pasados de la divina Encarnación,
por su muger convertido, et solos cuarenta serían cuando el rey de
España recibió primeramente las aguas saludables por los discípulos
960 de aquel que en medio feneció de la tierra, et fue en el fin sepultado.
“Onde si la claridat del entendimiento <te>63 es venida, puedes
conprehender que la que por mí nonbrada soberana princepsa, a
todas las señoras del universo pasa en excelencia, pues vence aquestas
dos que de todas son vencedoras. Et como sea que a todas en virtudes
965 et gracias, segund que al mundo es manifiesto, et a tí non se esconde,
así mesmo vencer, por que sería dezirlo perder palabras, ceso ya el
su valor, et mi estendido fablar más del razonable levar adelante.”
Et aviendo la boz piadosa dado fin al su razonamiento, yo, con
turbada lengua et los ojos llenos de agua movidos de la su piedat,
970 tres cosas —desque ove a la enseñança maravillosa de su nueva
doctrina regraciado— le demandé: ¿cuál fuesse la causa que muger
seyendo, en fuente, perdida la humana forma, convertida fuesse? et
¿cuál su propio nonbre? a fin que yo por digna et loable memoria
lo perpetuas; et ¿cuál la vía por la cual yo, voluntarioso cursando, la
975 humana essencia restituir le pudiesse? Et poco espacio siguiendo al
mi callar, las baxas ondas, con la muerta boz surtiendo, en tal son
començaron ronper:
“Nueva pena la fuerça de tus ruegos me faze sentir, recontando
en el mi infortunio la pérdida bien aventurança, la cual pues con
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first destruction of Troy, in which Hercules took part, and Priam,
the grandson of Antenor, became the first king of France after
the second destruction (although others write that the first king
was Franconio, the son of Hector, in whose memory the French
get their name). The second reason is that Spain’s crown became
Catholic before France’s. The first Catholic king of France was
Clovis, who was converted by his wife more than three-hundred
years after the divine Incarnation. Only forty years had passed
when the King of Spain first received the healing waters of baptism
from the disciples of he who died in the middle of the land and
was buried at its end.86
“Therefore, if you have now gained clarity of understanding, you
will see that the sovereign princess I have named surpasses all of
the other ladies in the universe in her excellence, for she outdoes
the two others who outdo the all rest. And because, as all the world
clearly sees, and even you can now understand, she conquers all
others in virtues and graces—continuing would simply be a waste
of words—I will now bring my praises for Queen Maria and my
teachings, which I have extended beyond the demands of reason,
to their conclusion.”
When the gentle voice had concluded her oration, I was tonguetied, and my eyes filled with tears of compassion. After thanking
her for her marvelous instruction in the new doctrine, I asked her
three questions: What was the cause of her having been changed
from a woman into a spring, losing her human form? What was her
name, so that I might preserve its worthy and laudable memory in
writing? How might I, who strongly desired to do so, help restore
her to her human essence? Soon after I had stopped talking, the
deep waves surged forth and with deathly voice broke out in these
words:
“Your pressing questions make me feel my pain anew at the
thought of recounting, now in the time of my misfortune, all my
86 Reference to the legend of St. James, which tells of his coming to
the Iberian Peninsula with his seven disciples and of the miraculous
appearance of his body in Santiago de Compostela, near the westernmost coast of what is now Spain.
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980 tanta afectión por mi salud recobrar deseas, et non porque yo
espere ya poderme cosa alguna ser saludable, mas porque entiendo
ser a ti plazible oir la <infortunada>64 conversión mía. Séate manifiesto que yo soy aquella ninfa Cardiana, por la cual el mundo
conoce quánto se puede amar, et por quien Aliso —más leal que
985 bien aventurado— presa de la muy firme et casta virtud, la vía
desesperación en aquesta soledat dando con su espada mesma fin
a la penosa vida, en aqueste árbol de su mismo nonbre súbitamente
fue convertido. Los pies se tornaron en raíz, el cuerpo en tronco,
los braços en ramas, los cabellos en fojas et su espada en la verde
990 planta de la flor desesperada, es a saber, aquella espadaña que
prende a la su parte siniestra. Lo cual, a mí, con secreto dolor se
manifestando, non fue a la hora de tanta fuerça la mi virtud que
yo pudiese a la voluntad de querer ir ver la planta, llena de piedat,
resistir; et preso por mí ardimiento, a viso, et tienpo convenibles,
995 yo fui levada por la Fortuna, que en la rueda aquestas cosas voltava,
a este solitario lugar, onde el infortunado Aliso fizo su último día.
El cual, non primeramente transformado en otra filosomía se
mostró a mis ojos, que del profundo dolor lágrimas tan piadosas
le fueron con tanta fuerça et multitud enbiadas, que yo a la ora
1000 en aquesta <fontana>,65 ante que al su tronco pudiese abraçar, fui
convertida. Et las tiradas frechas del fijo de Citarea que yo traía,
viviente Aliso, en mi pecho secretas, se transformaron en aquestos
juncos marinos —cuyas entrañables partes más que de alguna
otra planta arden et más luengamente en el fuego sostienen—
1005 los cuales prendieron al mi lado siniestro el intrínseco fuego del
perpetuo et leal amor en tal modo secreto, que non solamente
a él, mas a la mi virtud se escondía, fazen al mundo ser manifiesto ninguna esperança de poder la perdida forma recobrar
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lost happiness, that happiness which you, in your solicitude for
my well-being, are so keen to return to me. So, I will tell you, not
because I hold out any hope of a cure, but because I see that you
will enjoy hearing of my misfortunate conversion. Know that I am
the nymph Cardiana, from whose story the world will learn how
strong love can be, and for whom the more faithful than good-fortuned Aliso, bound by my firm and chaste virtue, was driven by
desperation to seek to end his unhappy life by his own sword, here
in this lonely grove, where he was suddenly transformed into the
tree that bears his name. His feet turned into the roots, his body
into the trunk, his arms into the branches, the locks of his hair into
leaves, and his sword turned into the green plant of the desperate
flower, namely the bulrushes growing close to his left side. When
his transformation was made known to me, in my secret sorrow, I
was filled with pity. My virtue was not strong enough to resist the
desire to go and see the tree. Once I had worked up the necessary
courage, discretion, and disposition, Fortune—upon whose wheel
these things turn—brought me to this solitary place, where Aliso
lived his last day. He appeared before my eyes as if he had not been
changed, and heartfelt tears of deep sorrow for him streamed from
my eyes with such force and in such great quantities that, before
I could embrace his trunk, I was instantly transformed into this
spring. The arrows cast by Citrea’s son,87 which I carried secretly
in my heart while Aliso lived, changed into these marsh rushes,
whose piths burn and sustain flame longer than any other plant,88
that keep lit the essential fire of the everlasting and faithful love that
I had for him; however, because I guarded my honor so securely,
my love was unknown not only to Aliso, but also hidden from my
own virtue. These rushes make clear to all that there is no hope
of my ever being able to return to my lost form, because I cannot,
87 Citrea is another name for Venus, or Aphrodite; her son is Eros, or,
Cupid.
88 The pith of marsh rushes represents the undying flames of love because
they are “the rush whereof the wicks of wax candles are made.” John
Stevens, A New Dictionary of Spanish and English and English and
Spanish (London: 1726).
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jamás. Como yo non pueda ya, cuánto quier que todavía me esfuerce
1010 con las mis lágrimas, que naturalmente piden las profundas partes,
a las raizes, en alto prendientes, prestar piadoso humor; nin espere
sus vezinas ramas que piden lo alto, segund nueva naturaleza, ya
poderse inclinar a mí. Onde por aquella piadosa virtud que de mí
en el tu pecho mora, te ruego quieras, en son doloroso diziendo
1015 aquestas palabras: ‘Si Cardiana en la vida amó a Aliso perfectamente,
el llorar sin fin su infortunado caso lo manifiesta,’ refrescar sus raizes
con las mis lágrimas porque los fados más que fueron a mí te sean
favorable, los cuales te guarden non sientas jamás aquello de que
eres devenido con razón piadoso.”
1020 Et non fue a la ora por mí enteramente oída su última palabra,
cuando yo, lleno de compassión, prendí de las sus ondas que se
mostravan más fuerte llorando surtir, muy altas <proferiendo >66
aquellas palabras que por ella me fueron encomendadas, non tardé el
tronco et las estremidades refrescar de Aliso. El cual, por la estança
1025 de Titán en el décimo sesto grado de Ariete començado de reverdecer, súbitamente —que ovo la compassión del fablar et la piedat de
las esparzidas aguas sentido— bien como si fuera el fijo de Latona en
la casa de Cástor et Polus entrado, de sus verdes67 fojas perfectamente
se revistió et cada una de sí enbiando lagrimosa pluvia, formavan
1030 feridas del aire, en un son acordadas aquestas palabras: “Causada en
tiempo non convenible, piadosa virtud non puede mudar la causada
del su contrario mal aventurança, en el transformado cuerpo que
murió et muriendo la esperança.”
Et non se oyendo la boz miserable sonar más adelante, dev1035 ida conpassión del su estremo dolor nuevas lágrimas enbió en mis
ojos, manifestando la angustia congoxosa que por sus males dentro
sostenía el coraçón. Et después que algund tanto ove la passión, que
el ánima sostenía de la su piedat por ellas enbiado, levé la vista contra
los dos informados68 amantes, et diziendo por salva en boz dolorosa,
1040 “Aquel que todo mira el vuestro martirio abreviando conduga en
66 proferieron] proferiendo AF
67 verdades] verdes AFN
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no matter how hard I try with my tears, which by nature seek the
deepest places down to the root, reach far enough to touch Aliso
with their merciful humors, nor can I hope that his neighboring
branches, which seek the skies according to his new nature, will
ever reach down to me. So, I beg you, by the compassion for me
that resides in your heart, tell of my fate with the following doleful words: ‘Cardiana’s endless weeping for Aliso’s misfortune is a
testament to how perfectly she loved him before,’ and succor his
roots with my tears, so that the fates will favor you more than they
have me, and spare you from suffering the same misfortune that
has caused you to feel such pity.”
Filled with compassion, and even before I had fully heard her
last words, I took water from the waves that had surged up high
with her forceful sobs, and, reciting the words she had asked me
to say, I lost no time in refreshing Aliso’s trunk and extremities.
Titan was in the sixteenth grade of Aries, and so Aliso had begun
to turn green, yet having felt the compassion in my words and the
mercy of the waters’ cast upon him—he felt just as if he were the
son of Latona in the house of Castor and Pollux—his green leaves
were immediately perfectly restored.89 Each leaf sent out drops of
tearful rain, which struck the air, all together forming the sound of
these words: “The mercy of an inopportune change of heart cannot
undo the work of its contrary, the ill fortune that transformed my
body, killing it and hope at the same time.”
When the unhappy voice could no longer be heard, my eyes
once again filled with tears of compassion, expressing the terrible
anguish caused by his extreme suffering in my heart. After I had
wept with the passion in my soul for some time, my tears heralding
the pity I felt, I looked up at the two changed lovers and said, in
dolorous salutation, “Let the all-seeing one end your martyrdom
in His grace and peace.” Filled with pity and wonder, I took my
89 Titan is the sun, and Aries the sign ruling the beginning of spring;
the date when the Son of Latona (Phoebus Apollo) enters the house
of Castor and Pollux, or when the sun enters into Gemini, is 21 May.
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graciosa paz,” del lugar, lleno de piedat et de maravilla, me departí.
Et tornado al lugar de la primera contemplación, desque ove comigo
mesmo repetidas por horden las oidas cosas, <fallé,>69 siguiendo la
razón, dever a ninguna otra persona que a vuestra Real Magestad
1045 el seguiente compendio intitular. El cual, muy gloriosa señora,
non a fin de querer vuestra singular discreción enseñar, le enbío,
por cuanto sería presunptuoso pensar querer enseñar a Minerva,
mas porque el real resplandor la escuridat esclarezca del mi ciego
ingenio. Et aquesta, segund que las otras sinples escripciones mías,
1050 de los reprehensores por su acostunbrada benignidat defienda, cuyo
principio a los mancebos, ya por mí nombrados, mi razonamiento
endereciendo en tal horden se sigue. 70

leave. And, turning back to my first contemplations, once I had
repeated all I had heard from Cardiana to myself, I came to the
conclusion that the following compendium should not be dedicated
to anyone other than Your Royal Majesty. This work I send you,
most glorious lady, is not intended as instruction for you, for it
would be presumptuous to think I could teach Minerva. Rather, I
send it so that your regal splendor might shed light on the darkness
of my blind intellect. Let this work, which is intended to teach
the young men I mentioned at the beginning, like all my other
little scribblings, be protected from detractors by your accustomed
benevolence.

69 fable] fallé AFN
70 In A and F Cadira de honor follows, on the same folio, directly after
the close of Triunfo.
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